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The God of this World. 

When Our Lord rebuffed the Tempter for the third time in 
the Wilderness there was one hard by wbo overheard the Devil’s 
offer. The Devil was speaking the truth when he said that the 
kingdoms of the world and the glory of them were in his gift. 
And when he left Our Lord, Simon, the Father of Judas 
Iscariot, fed down at his feet exclaiming, “ My Lord and my 
God, is the offer open still?” And the Devil replied, “Yes; 
my son, I confer the gift on thee, if thou wilt serve me with 
thy whole heart and soul.” “ How can I prove my loyalty? ” 
6aid Simon. The Devil answered, “ Compass the death of Him 
who has affronted me: He is thine Enemy as He is mine.” 
“ How shall I do this? ” said Simon. The Devil replied, 
“Attach- thy son Judas to His person.” 

* * * * 
When Judas had accomplished his mission of betrayal, and, 

smitten with remorse, had hanged himself, Simon made com¬ 
plaint to his patron, who replied: “Fear not, Simon, thou hast 
other sons: the kingdoms of the World are thine. Judas is 
dead; but the Tribe of Judas lives. It is better that one traitor 
should die rather than that the whole Tribe should lose its king- 
ship. In compassing the death of Lucre’s eternal Foe, Judas 
has given his life; but the Sceptre of Lucre shall not depart from 
the Tribe of Judas until the Day when the Betrayed shall 
return.” 

The God o f t h i s Wo r l d .

WHEN Our Lord rebuffed the Tempter fo r the third time in
the Wilderness there was one hardby Who overheard the Devil’s
offer. The Devilwas speaking the truth when hesaid that the
kingdoms of the world and the glory of them were in his gif t .
And when he left Our Lord, Simon, the Father of Judas
Iseariot, fell down at his feet exclaiming, “ My Lord and my
God, is the offer open still? ” And the Devil replied, “Yes;
my son, I confer the gi f t on thee, if thou wilt serve me with
thy whole heart and soul.” “ How can I prove my loyalty? ”
said Simon. The Devilanswered, “ Compass the death of Him
who has afi‘ronted me: He is thine Enemy as He is mine."
“How shall I do this? ” said Simon. The Devil replied,
“Attach thy,r son Judas to His person.”

* “‘ * *
When Judas had accomplished his mission of betrayal, and,

smitten with remorse, had hanged himself, Simon made com‑
plaint to his patron, who replied: “Fear not, Simon, thou hast
other sons: the kingdoms of the World are thine. Judas is
dead; but the Tribe of J udflslives. It isbetter that one traitor
should die rather than that the Whole Tribeshould loseitsking‑
ship. In oompassing the death of Lucre’s eternal Foe, Judas
hasgivenhis life; but the Seeptreof Lucreshallnot depart from
the Tribe of Judas until the Day when the Betrayed shall
return,”
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Lucre’s Conquest

Told in the words of Werner Som‘lmrt,’ Professor in the
Handelhoohschule in Berlin, in his work entitled “The Jews
and Modern Capitalism,” translated by M. Epstein, M.A.,
Ph.D., andpublished by E. P. Dutton& Compémy,NewYork,
in 1913. Headingshavebeen added to the sections quoted, and
in a few instances italiw and. capitals. The figures at the end
of each section denote the pages in Sombamt’s work from which
the passage is quoted.



Synopsis.

The Jews' gospel of greed‐Usury, the means of enslaving
others: success the only eriterion.‐-Jews the parents of the Stock
Exchange‐The Jew is the international; but the tribe is solid
in spite of dispersion.‐-‐Li.nes of communication within the tribe
give prior information: J ews, instructed by their Rabbis, utilise
the Christian Sunday to prepare for their Monday pounce.‐-Jews’
linguistic abilities gain for them access to courts and prepare the
way for loans to monarchs and governments.4pecial position
of Jews: Jews as aliens‐Jews as semi‐citizen's: War‘s are their
harvests‐The wealth of the Jewe‐Christian trade-ethics of the
Middle Ages forbade Pmfiteering.‐‐In the Talmud the Jew' lives
and moves and has his being‐Jewish religion is identical with
Jewish finance: It is a.product of intellect without inspiration,
and is anti-netm‘al.‐The divine duty of profiteering and piling
up one’s possessions.‐‐Profiteering Piety.‐‐The position of women
among the Jews: 8.people so “ furiously prone to lust " that they
had to be controlled by hundreds of ordinances: Jewish men not
even trusted with their own wives : sex-lust restrained con‑
verted in them to money-lust.‐A new species of the genus homo
was produced: Homines Rationalistici Artificiales.‐-The alienism
of the Jew.-‐Jswish usury and elastic commercial ethics‐Equal
rights for Jews: no rights for gentiles: Free Trade and free cheat‑
ing: Talmudic equivoqucs.‐Puritanism practically identical with
Judaism.‐Jewish character: intellectually overbalanced.‐’l‘he
Jew has always an end in view; which i s his end and not you rs . ‑
Jewish mobility, moral and intellectual.‐Capitalismand the Jew:
Liberalism is Judaisni.‐Moneyolatry creates drab uniformity,
‐No th i ng organic or natural in Capitalism: al l is artificial and
mechanical‐Origin of the Jews: a people of the desert‐The
conquest of Canaan.‐How the Conquerors behaved‐The Old
Testament a.literature of wandering shepherds.‐A desert; people
still.‐The Jews never were agriculturists: after the Exile the
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cream of Hie Jews remained in Babylon.—The Modern City is the 
New Promised Land: it suite the Jew because it is actually desert. 

From Pastoralism to Capitalism: from counting sheep to count¬ 
ing shekels. The different types -of Jews: Jews of the Ghetto and 
Free Jews: Ashkenazim, Sephardim and Marannos; all equally 
Jewish.—The Tnbe of Judas seizes Lucre’s sceptre and mounts 
the Throne of the World. 
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THE

JEWSAND MODERNCAPITALISM.
BY

WERNER SOMBART.

The Jews’ Gospel oi Greed.
We find that the Jew rises before us unmistakably asmore

of a business-men than his neighbour; he follows business for
' its own sake; he recognises in the true capitalistic spirit, the
supremacy of gain over all other aims. (181)

Usury. the Means of Enslaving Others: Success the only
Criterion.

Money-lending contains the root idea of capitalism; from
money-lending it received many of in distinguishing features.
In money-lending all conception of quality vanishes, and only
the quantitative aspect matters. In money-lending the contract
becomes the principalelement of business; the agreement about
the quid pro quo, the promise for the future, the notion of
delivery are its component parts. In money‐lending there is no
thought of producing only for one’s needs. In money-lending
there is nothingcorporeal (i.e., technical), the whole is a purely
intellectual set. In money‐lending economic activity as such
has no meaning; it is no longer a question of exercising body
or mind; it is all a question of success. Success, therefore,
is the only thing that has a meaning. In money-lending the
possibility is for the first time illustrated that you can earn
without sweating; that you can get others to work for you
without recourse to force. (189)
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Jews tlie Parents of the Stock Exchange. 

We possess a report of the French Ambassador in the Hague, 
written for his government in the year 1698, wherein he dis¬ 

tinctly states that the Jews had the Stock Exchange business 
in their hands, and shaped its development as they willed. 

The most salient passage here follows in full:— 
“ In this State (Holland) the Jews have a good deal of power 

and according to the prognostications of these pretended poli¬ 
tical speculators, themselves often unreliable, the prices of these 
stocks vary so considerably that they cause transactions to take 
place several times a day, transactions which merit the term 
wager or bet rather than business; the more so, as the Jews who 
dominate this kind of business are up to all manner of tricks 
which take in people even if they be ever so skilled.” .... 
“Their Jewish brokers and agents, the cleverest of their kind 
in all the world.” . . . . “ Bonds and shares, of all of which 

they hold large amounts.” (87) 

The Jew is THE International; but the Tribe is Solid in 

Spite of Dispersion. 

Was it not significant that the Jews were predominant in 
Leghorn, which in the 18th century wras spoken of as “one of the 
great depots in Europe for the trade of the Mediterranean,” sig¬ 
nificant that they forged a commercial chain binding North and 
South America together, which assured the North American 
Colonies of their economic existence, significant above all, that 
by their control of the Stock Exchanges in the great European 
centres they were the means of internationalising public credit? 

It was their distribution over a wide area which enabled them 

to do all this. 
An admirable picture of the importance of the Jewrs from 

this point of view was drawm by a clever observer, wrho made a 
study of that people two hundred years ago. The picture has 
lost none of its freshness; it may be found in the Spectator of 
September 27, 1712:— 

“ They are so disseminated throughout all the trading parts 
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of the World, that they arc become the Instruments by which
the most distant Nations converse with one another and by
which mankind are knit together in a.general correspondence."
(171‐2) . , i '

Lines oi Communication w i t h i n the Tr ibe give Pr io r I n ‑
formation: Jews, Instructed by thei r Rabbis, Utilise
the Christ ian Sunday to prepare thei r Monday Pounce.

How the Jews utilised for their own advantage the special
knowledge that their scattered position gave them, how they
regulated their activities on the Stock Exchange, is related in
all detail in a report of the French Ambassador in The Hague,
written in the year 1698. Our informant is of opinion that
the dominance of the Jews on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange
was due in a. large degree to their being so well-informed.
This piece of evidence is of such great value that I shall trans‑
late the whole of the passage:‑
” They carry onacorrespondence onboth thesesubjects (news

and commerce) with those they call their b ro ther th (con‑
grcgues) Of these, Venice is considered to be the most im-'
portant (although neither the richest no r the most populous)
because it is the link, by way of the brotherhood of Salonica,
between the East and the West aswell as the South. Snlonica
is the governing centre for their nation in these two parts of
the world and is responsible for them to Venice, which, together
with Amsterdam, rules the northern countries (including the
merely tolerated community of London, and the secret brother‑
hoods of France). The rwult of this association is that on the
two topics of news and commerce they receive,onemight almost
say, the best information of al l that goes on in the world, and
on this they build up their system every week in their assem‑
blies, wisely choosing for this purpose the day after Saturday,
73.43. the Sunday, when the Christians of a l l denominations a re
engaged in their religiousexercises. These systems,which con‑
tain the minutest details of news received during the week, are,
after having been carefully sifted by their rabbis and the heads

0. 2
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of their congregations, handed over on the Sunday afternoon to
their Jewish stockbroksrs and agents. These are men of great
cleverness,t ho nfterlmvingarrangedapreconcertedplanamong
themselves, go out separately to spread news which should prove
most useful for itheir own ends; ready tostart manipulations on
the (marrow,theMondaymorning,according to each individuals
disposition: either selling, buying, or exchanging shares. As
they always hold a large reserve of these commodities, they can
always judge of the most propitious moment, taking advantage
of the rise or fall of the securities, or even sometimes of both,

' in order to carry out their plans.” (172‐3)

Iews’ Linguistic Abilities gain for them Access to Courts
and Prepare t he Way fo r Loans to Monarchs and
Governments.

Equally beneficial was their dispersion for winning the con‑
fidenco of the great. Indeed, the progress of the Jews to
la haute finance was almost invariably asfollows. In the first
instance their linguistic ability enabled them to be of service
to crowned heads as interpreters, then they were sent as inter‑
mediaries or special negotiators to foreign courts. Soon they
were put in charge of their employer’s fortunes, at the same
time beinghonoured through his graciousness in allowing them
to become his creditors. From this point it was no long step
to the control of the State finances, and in later years of the
Stock Exchanges. (173)

Special Posi t ion of Jews‐Jews as Aliens.
During the last centuryor two Jews were almost everywhere

strangers in the sense of being newcomers. . . . . The Jews
were everywhere colonists, and as such learned the lesson of
speedy adaptation to their new surroundings. . . . . New‑
comers must have an observant eye in order to find a niche for
themselves amid thenew conditions. . . . . Closely interwoven
with their status as strangers was the special legal position
which they occupied everywhere. (175‐7)
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Jews as Semi-Citizens: Wars thei r Harvests.
At first glance the legalposition of the Jews would appear to

have had an immense influence on their economic activities in
that it limited the callings to which they might devote them‑
selves, and generally closed the avenues to a livelihood. But I
believe that the efl-‘ect of these rmtrictions has been over-esti‑
mated. I would even go sofar as to say that they were of no
moment whatever for the economic growth of Jewry. . . . .
During the period which is of most interest to us the laws
affecting Jews differed greatly according to locality. For
all that we note a remarkable similarity in Jewish
influence throughout thewhole rangeof the capitalistic order.
At onepoint,however, industrialregulationsmade themselves

felt asvery real checks on the progress of the Jew, and that was
wherevereconomicactivitieswere organised onacorporate basis.
The Guilds were closed to them. . . . .
But if exclusion from public l i fe was of benefit to the

economic position of the Jews in one direction, it was equally
beneficial in anoflier. It freed the Jews from political parti‑
sanship. ' Their attitude to the State and the particular
Government of the day was wholly unprejudiced. Thanks to
this, their capacity to become the “standard-beams of the in‑
ternational capitalistic system‘ was superior to that of other
people. For they supplied the different States with money,
and naiimuzlconflicts were among the chief sources from which
J ews derived their profit. Moreover, the political colourless‑
ness of their position made it possible for them‘ to serve suc‑
cwsivodynastiesor governments in countrieswhich, likeFrance,
were subjected to many political changes. The history of the
Rothschilds illustrates the point. (177‐183)

The Wealth of the Jews.
Among the objective conditions which made possible the

economic mission of the Jews during the last three or four
centuries must be reckoned that at all times and in all places

2 (2)
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where their role in economic life w.as no mean one, they disposed 
of large sums of money. (183) 

Christian Trade-Ethics of the Middle Ages 

Forbade Profiteering. 

During the whole of the period which I have desoribed as 
the “early capitalistic age,” and in which the Jews began to 
make their influence felt, the same fundamental notions gene¬ 

rally prevailed in economic life as characterised the Middle Ages 
—feudal relationships, manual labour, three estates1 of the realm 

and so forth. 
The centre of this whole was the individual man. Whether 

as producer or consumer his interests determined the attitude 
of the community as of its units, determined the law regulating 
economic activities and the practices of commercial life. Every 
such law was personal in its intent; and all who contributed 
to the life of the nation had a personal outlook. Not that each 
person could do as he liked. On the contrary, a code of re¬ 
strictions hedged about his activities in every direction. But 
the point is that the restrictions were born of the individualistic 
spirit. Commodities .were produced and bought and sold in 

order that consumers might have their wants sufficiently satis¬ 
fied. On the other hand, producers and traders were to receive 

fair wages and fair profits. What was fair, and what sufficed 
for your need, custom and tradition determined. 

And so, producer and trader Would (receive as much as was 

demanded by the standard of comfort in their station of life. 
That was the mediaeval view current in the early capitalistic 
age, even where business was carried on along more or less 
modem lines. We find its expression in the industrial codes 
of the day, and its justification in the commercial literature. 

Hence, to make profit was looked upon by most people 
throughout the period as improper, [as “unchristian”; the old 
economic teaching of Thomas Aquinas was observed, at least 
officially. The religious or ethical rule was still supreme; there 
was as yet no sign ,of the liberation of economic life from its 
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religious and ethical bonds. Every action, no matter in what 
sphere, was done with a view to the Highest Tribunal—the will 
of God. Need it be pointed out that the attitude of Mammon 
was as opposed to this as pole is to pole? 

Producer and trader should receive sufficient for tlieir need. 
One outstanding result of this principle was to circumscribe 
each man’s activity in his locality. Competition was therefore 

quite out of the question. In his own sphere a man might 
work as he willed—when, how, where—in accordance with tradi¬ 

tion and custom. But to east a look at his neighbour’s sphere 
—that he was forbidden to do. Just as the peasant received1 
his holding—so much field with pasture and woodland, as would 
keep him and his family, just as he never dreamt of adding to 
his possessions, so, too, the craftsman and the merchant were 
to rest content with their portions and never, covet then* neigh¬ 
bour’s. The peasant had his land, the town-dweller his cus¬ 
tomers: in either case they were the source whence sprang his 
livelihood; in either, case they were of a size sufficient for the 

purpose. Hence, the trader had to be .assured of his custom, 
and many were the ordinances which guarded him against com¬ 
petition. Besides, it was commercial etiquette. You did not 
run after your customers. You waited until they came, “and 
then” (in the words of De Foe’s sermon), “with God’s bless¬ 
ing and his own care, he may expect ihis share of trade with his 
neighbours.” The merchant who attended fairs did not do 

otherwise; “ day and night he waits at his stall.” (120—2) 

In the Talmud the Jew Lives and Moves and has His Being. 

When the Jewish State was destroyed (the Pharisees and 
Scribes—i.e. those who cherished the traditions of Ezra and 
strove to make obedience to the Law the end and aim of life— 
the Pharisees and Scribes came to the head of affairs and natu¬ 
rally directed the course of events (into channels vffiieh the}" 
favoured. Without a State, without their sanctuary, the Jews, 
under the leadership of the Pharisees, flocked around the Law 
(that “portable fatherland” as Heine called it), and became a 
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religious brotherhood, guided by a band of pious Scribes, 
pretty much as the disciples of Loyola might gather around 
the scattered remnants of a modern State. The Pharisees now 
led the way. Their most distinguished Rabbis looked upon 
themselves ;as jthe successors of the ancient Synhedrium, and were 
so regarded, becoming the supreme (authority in spiritual and 
temporal affairs for all the Jews in the world.For a 
very long period religious teaching, was enshrined in the 
Talmud, and hence Jews through many centuries lived in it, 
through it, and for it. (193) 

Jewish Religion is Identical with Jewish Finance. It is 
a Product of Intellect, without Inspiration and Anti- 
Natural. . 

Let me avow it right away: I think that Jewish religion has 
the same leading ideas as Capitalism. I see the same spirit 
in the one as in the other. In trying to understand the Jewish 
religion we must never forget that a Sofer was its author, a 
rigidly minded scribe, whose work was completed by a band of 
scribes after him. Not a prophet, mark you; not a seer, nor a 
visionary nor a mighty king; a Sofer it was. Nor must we 
forget hoiv it came into being: not .an irresistible force, not as 
the expression of the deepest needs of contrite souls, not as the 
embodiment of the feelings of divinely inspired votaries. No; 

it came into being on a deliberate plan, by clever deductions and 
diplomatic policy which was based on the cry, “ Its religion 
must be preserved for the people.” The same calm1 considera¬ 
tion, the same attention to the ultimate goal were responsible 
in the centuries which followed for the addition of line to line 
and precept to precept. 

The traces of the peculiar circumstances which gave it birth 
are still visible in the Jewish religion. In all its reasoning 
it appeals to us as a creation of the intellect, a thing of thought 
and purpose projected into a world of organisms, mechanically 
and artfully wrought, destined to destroy and conquer Nature’s 
realm and to reign itself in her stead. Just so does Capitalism 
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appear on the scene; like the Jewish religion, an alien element 

in the midst of the natural, created world; like it, too, something 
schemed and planned in the midst of teeming life. This sheaf 
of salient features is bound together in one word: Rationalism. 
Rationalism is the characteristic trait of Judaism as of Capi¬ 
talism; Rationalism or Intelleetualism—both deadly foes alike 
to irresponsible mysticism and to that creative power which 
draws its artistic inspiration front the passion world of the 
senses. The Jewish religion knows no mysteries, and is per¬ 
haps the only religion on the face of the globe that does not 
know them. „ 

The kinship between Judaism .and Capitalism is further 
illustrated by the legally .regulated relationship—I had almost 
said the business-like connection except that the term has a 
disagreeable connotation—between God and Israel. The whole 
religious system is in reality nothing but a contract between 
Jehovah and his chosen people, a contract with all its conse¬ 
quences and all its duties. God promises something and gives 
something, and the righteous must give Him something in 
return. Indeed, there was no community of interest between 
God and Man which could not be expressed in those terms—that 
man performs some duty enjoined by the Torah and receives 
from God a quid pro quo. Accordingly no man should ap¬ 
proach God in prayer without bringing with him something of 

his own or of his ancestors’ by way of return for what he is 
going to ask.Two consequences must of necessity 
follow: first, a constant weighing up of the loss and gain which 
any action needs must bring, and secondly, a complicated system 
of book-keeping, as it were, for each individual person. 

Whether one is accounted “righteous” or “wicked'” depends 
on the balance of commands performed against commands 
neglected. (205—9) 

The Divine Duty of Profiteering and Adding to One’s 
Possessions. 

Another conception is bound up with this of divine book¬ 

keeping and is closely akin to a second fundamental trait of 
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capitalism—the conception of profit. Sin or goodness is re¬ 
garded as something a]iart from the sinner.No con¬ 
sideration whatever is had for the personality of the sinner or 
his ethical state, just as a sum of money is separated from 
persons, just as it is capable of being added to another abstract 
sum of money. The ceaseless striving of the righteous after 
well-being in this and the next world must needs, therefore, 
take the form of a constant endeavour to increase his rewards. 
Now, as he is never able to tell whether at a particular state of 
his conscience he is worthy of God’s goodness or whether in his 
account the rewards or the punishments are the more numerous, 
it must be his aim to add reward after reward to the end of 
his days. The limited conception of all personal values thus 
finds no admission into the world of his religious ideas and its 
place is taken by the endlessness of a pure quantitative 

ideal. (212) 
Parallel with this tendency there runs through Jewish moral 

theology another which regards the getting of money as a means 
to an end.“A true Israelite,” remarks one of the most 
popular of modern “ helps to faith,” “ avoids covetousness. He 
looks upon all his possessions only as a means of doing what is 
pleasing in the sight of God. For is not the entire purpose of 

his life to use all his possessions, all enjoyment as the means to 
this end? Indeed, it is a duty to obtain possessions and to 
increase one’s enjoyments, not as an end ill themselves but as 
a means to do God’s will on earth.” (212) .... 

Look through Jewish literature, more especially through Holy 
Writ and the Talmud, and you will find, it is true, a few pas¬ 
sages wherein poverty is lauded as something higher and nobler 
than riches. But on the other hand you will come across hun¬ 
dreds of passages in which riches are called the blessing of the 
Lord, and only their misuse or their dangers warned against. 
.... Nothing is said against riches; and never is it stated 
that they are an abomination to the Lord. 

Let us quote a few Talmudic sayings on the subject:— 
“ Seven characteristics are there which are comely to the 

righteous and comely to the world. One of them is riches.” 
“ In prayer, a man should turn to Him who owns wealth and 
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possessions.In reality both come not from business but 

from merit.” » 
“ R. Eleazer said, “ The righteous love their money more than 

their bodies.’ ” 
“ Rabba honoured the -wealthy, so did R. Akiba.” 
“ In time of scarcity a man learns to value wealth best.” 
Doctrines concerning wealth such as these could not but en¬ 

courage a worldly view of life. This the Jewish view was, 
despite the belief in another world.As often as riches 
are lauded in the Old Testament they are damned in the New, 
wherein poverty is praised. The whole outlook of the Essenes, 
turning its back on the world and the flesh, was incorporated in 

the Gospels. One can easily recall passage afteir passage to 
this effect. “ It is easier for a camel to go through a needle’s 

eye than for a rich man to enter the Kingdom of God.” This 
is the keynote of Christianity on the point, and the difference 
between it and Judaism is clear enough. There is no single 
parallel to the saying of Jesus in the whole of the Old Testa¬ 
ment, and probably also none in the entire body of Rabbinic 
literature. (216—221) 

Profiteering Piety. 

Let us imagine old Amschel Rothschild on a Friday even¬ 
ing, after having* “ earned ” a million on the Stock Exchange, 
turning to his Bible for edification. What will he found there 
touching his earnings and their effect on the refinement of his 
soul, an effect which the pious old Jew most certainly desired 
on the eve of the Sabbath? Will the million burn his con¬ 
science? or will he not be able to say, and rightly say, “God’s 
blessing rested on me this week. I thank Thee, Lord, for 
having graciously granted the light of Thy countenance to Thy 
servant. In order to find favour in Thy sight I shall give much 
to Charity and keep Thy commandments even more strictly than 
hitherto? ” Such would be his words if he knew his Bible, 
and he did know it. 

For his eye would rest complacently on many a passage in 
the Holy Writ. In his beloved Torah he would he able to read 
again and again of the blessing of God.He would re- 
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joice with Job when on concluding the story of his trials he 
found that the latter end was more blessed than the beginning, 
and that he had 14,000 sheep, 6,000 camels, 1,000 yoke of oxen 
and 1,000 she-asses, and the rest. (Happily our friend 
Amschel knew nothing of modem Biblical criticism, and was 
not aware therefore that this particular portion of Job is a later 
interpolation in the story.) .... A beautiful illustration of 
the way religion and business were fused in the mind of pious 
Jews may be found in the delightful memoirs of Glueckeln von 
Hameln, to which we have already referred. “Praise be to 
God, who gives and takes, the faithful God, who always made 
good our losses,” she says. And again, “My husband sent 
me a long comforting letter, urging me to calm' my soul, for 
God, whose name be blessed, would restore to us what we had 
lost. And so it was.” 

There is no need to expatiate on the different attitude of the 
good Jew and the good Christian towards economic activities. 
The Christian is forced by all manner of gymnastics to inter¬ 
pret away the Essene conception of riches from his Scriptures. 
And what anxious moments must the rich Christian live through 
as he thinks of Heaven locked against him! Compare with 
him the position of the rich Jew, who, as we have seen, “in 
the name of the Lord God ” gathers gold as tin and silver as 
lead. (217—222) 

The Position of Woman among the Jews: a People so 
“furiously prone to Lust,” that they had to be con¬ 
trolled by Hundreds of Ordinances: Jewish Men not 
even trusted with their own Wives: Sex-Lust restrained 
converted in them to Money-Lust. 

A rugged Dualism—the terrible dualism which is part and 
parcel of our constitution—-characterises the Jewish conception 
of ethical worth. Nature is not unholy, neither is she holy. 
She is not yet holy. She may become holy through us. All 
the seeds of sin are in her; the serpent still lurks in the Garden 
of Eden. 
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Dell-m- rcspics ct cum is still the motto of the.Jew. If he
meets akingor sees edwarf or anegro, passes aruined building,
or takes medicine or his bath, notes the coming storm or hears
its roaring thunder, risés in the morning and puts onhis clothes
or eats his food, enters his house or leaves i t , greets a friend
or meets a. foe‐ for every emergency there is an ordinance
which must be obeyed.
Now what of the contents of the ordinances? A l l of them

aim at the subjugation of the merely animal instincts in man,
at the hridling of his desires and inclinations and at the re‑
placing of impulses by thoughtful action; in short, at the
“ethical tempering of man.’ . . .
It 15just the strongest instincts of man that must he curbed,

directed into right channels, deprived of their natural force
and made to serve useful ends. In short, they must be
rationalised. '
Take the instinct which desires to satisfy hunger. It is for‑

bidden to appease the appetite merely because it happens to be
there; it should be appeased only for the body’s sake. . . . .
Finally‐and this of course matters most‐just like hunger,

Lovealso must berationalised, that is to say, itsnaturalexpres‑
sion must be held in check. Nowhere more than in the erotic
sphere does the hard dualism show itself sowell. The world,
and certainly the civilised nations, owes this conception of the
sexual to the Jews (through the agency of Christianity, which
mes infected with the idea). A l l earlier religions saw some‑
thingdivine1 1 ] the expression of sex, and regarded sexual inter‑
course asof the nature of a hemenly revelation. A l l of them
wereacquaintedwith Phallus-uorshipm a grosse1or 1511131form.
None of them condemned what is sensuous, or looked upon
women as a source of sin. But the Jews from Ezra’s day to
this held and hold the opposite view. . . . .
But the point of it al l must not be overlooked. Other re‑

ligionsalso show signs of being terrified at women. Ever since
the notion became prevalent that woman brought sin into the
world there have always beenmorbid souls who spent their lives
exciting themselves with all manner of lascivious imaginings
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but avoiding women as if they were the devil incarnate. In 
other religions the man fled to the hermit’s cave in the wilder¬ 
ness, or to a monastery. In either case, his religion fjorced 
“ chastity ” upon him, with all the horrid resultants well known 
to students of monastic life. Not so Judaism. Judaism does 
not forbid sexual intercourse; it rationalises it. Not that it 
does not regard sexual intercourse as sinful. Sinful it must 
always be, but its sinfulness may to some extent be removed 
by sanctification. Hence Judaism advocates early marriages 

and regulates the relationship between husband and wife as 
something “ever in the great Taskmaster’s eye.” .... 

Such was the Jewish view of marriage, which has continued 
for more than two thousand years. It is well illustrated in that 
touching- story in the book of Tobit. 

It may be asked, why have I treated this aspect of Jewish 
life at such great length? My answer is simple. I really 
believe that the rationalisation of life, and especially sexual life, 
which the Jewish religion effects cannot be too highly esti¬ 
mated for its influence on economic activities. If it is at all 
to be accounted a factor in Jewish economic life, then certainly 
the rationalisation of conduct is its best expression. 

To begin with, a number of good qualities or virtues which 
are indispensable to any economic order owre their existence 
to rationalisation—e.g. industry, neatness, thrift. But the 
whole of life, if lived in accordance with the ordinances of the 
“Wise,” ministers to the needs of wealth-getting. Sobriety, 
moderation and piety arc surely qualities which stand the busi¬ 

ness man in good stead. In short, the whole ideal of conduct 
preached in (Jewish) Holy Writ and in Rabbinic literature has 
something of the morality of the small shopkeeper about it— 
to be content with one wife, to pay your debts punctually, to go 
to church or synagogue on Sunday or Saturday (as the case may 
be) and to look down with immeasurable scorn on the sinful 
world around. 

It may be necessary to look below the psychological influ¬ 
ences to the physical ones. How curiously moulded must the 

constitution of the Jew become through the rationalisation of 
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his married life! We see this phenomenon—that a people with 
strong sexual inclinations (Tacitus speaks of it as projectissima 
ad MtriMnem gens) is forced by its religion to hold them in 
complete restraint. Extra marital connexions are absolutely 
forbidden; every one must content himself with one wife, but 
even with her intercourse is restricted. 

The result of all this is obvious. Enormous funds of energy 
were prevented from finding an outlet in one direction and they 
turned to others.It is quite possible to prove that re¬ 
strained sexual desires and the chase of profits go hand in hand. 
. . . . We see then that a good deal of capitalistic capacity 
which the Jews possessed was due in large measure to the sexual 
restraint put upon them by their religious teachers . (225—237) 

A New Species of the Genus Homo: “Homines Rationalistic! 
Artificiales.” 

One other point in conclusion. The rationalisation of life 
accustomed the Jew to a mode of living contrary to (or side by 
side with) Nature, and therefore also to an economic system 
like the capitalistic, which is likewise contrary to (or side by 
side with) Nature. What in reality is the idea of making 
profit, what is economic rationalism, but the application to 
economic activities of the rules by which the Jewish religion 
shaped Jewish life ? Before capitalism could develop the 
natural man had to be changed out of all recognition, and a 
rationalistically-minded mechanism introduced in bis stead. 
There had to be a transvaluation of all economic values. And 
what was the result? The homo capitalisticus, who is closely 
related to the homo Judceus, both belonging to the same species, 
homines mtionalistici artificiales. 

And so the rationalisation of Jewish life by the Jewish re¬ 
ligion, if it did not actually produce the Jewish capacity for 
capitalism, certainly increased and heightened it. (237—238) 
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The Alienism of the Jew. 

One of the causes to which the Jew owed his economic pro¬ 
gress was the fact that Israel was for generations a stranger 
and an alien. If we seek to account for this aloofness we shall 
find its roots in the ordinances of the Jewish religion, shall 
find that this religion always maintained and broadened the line 
of separation.As Leroy-Beaulieu, who has studied this 
aspect of Jewish history with great success, has so well said, 
“La loi leur donnait 1’esprit de clan.” The very fact that 
they had their Law forced the Jews !to live apart from the 
Gentiles. For if they desired to observe the Law they must 
needs keep to themselves. The Jews created the Ghetto, which 
from the non-Jewish point of view was a concession and a 
privilege, and not the result of enmity. 

But the Jews wished, to live sepiarated from the rest because 
they felt themselves superior to the common people round them. 
They were the Chosen Race, a People of Priests. The Rabbis 
did all that was required to fan the flame of pride—from Ezra, 
who forbade intermarriage as a profanation of Jewish purity, 
down to this very day, when the pious Jew says every morning, 
“ Blessed art Thou, O Lord, King of the Universe, who hast not 
made me a Gentile (stranger).” .... 

What was the effect on economic life of this seclusion and 
separation of the Jewish socialism? Directly the Jews stepped 
outside the Ghetto gates their intercourse was with strangers. 
We have already dealt with the point elsewhere; my reason in 
calling attention to it again is to show that this attitude was a 
direct consequence of the teaching of Judaism, that in treating 
the people among whom they lived as “ others,” the Jews were 
but obeying a divine behest. 'Here, too, their conduct was 
hallowed, and it received a sanction from the peculiar system 
of laws relating to “strangers.” (288—242) 
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Jewish Usury and' Elastic Commercial Ethics. 

The most important and most frequently discussed legal ordi¬ 
nance in this system was that relating to the taking of interest. 
In the old Jewish theocracy, as in every society in early civili¬ 
sation, loans without interest were the regular means of render¬ 
ing assistance by a man to his neighbour. But it may be 
observed that even in the earliest collection of laws interest was 
allowed to be taken from “strangers.” 

The Jewish code was no exception. The best example of 
this may be found in Deuteronomy xxiii. 20: “ Unto a foreigner 
thou mayest lend upon usury; but unto thy brother thou shalt 
not lend upon usury.” .... The pious Jew was allowed to 
take interest from non-Jews—that is the significant thing so 
far as we are concerned.The Deuteronomic command 
has been received as one of the laws that regulate the life of 
the Jew.Of the 613 commandments this is the 198th, 
and may be found likewise in the Shulchcin Aruch. Modern 
Rabbis to whom the perfectly clear ordinance in Deuteronomy 
is somewhat inconvenient (one cannot quite understand why), 
attempt to explain it away by asserting that “strangers” in 
the passage is intended not for all non-Jews, but only for 
heathens and idol-worshippers. .... (But) the pious Jew 
who has committed the 198th command to memory is not likely 
to idraw the fine distinction urged by the learned Rabbis. Suffi¬ 
cient for him that the man to whom! he has lent money was no 
Jew, no “brother,” no neighbour, but a Gentile. 

Now think of the position in which the pious Jew and the 
pious Christian find themselves in the period in which money- 
lending first became a need in Europe, and which eventually 
gave birth to capitalism. The good Christian who had been 
addicted to usury was full of remorse as he lay a-dying, ready 
at the eleventh hour to cast from him the ill-gotten gains which 
scorched his soul. And the good Jew? In the evening of 
his days he gazed upon his well-filled caskets and coffers, over¬ 
flowing. with sequins of which he had relieved the miserable 
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Christians or Mohammedans. It was a sight which warmed 
his heart, for every penny was almost like a sacrifice which 
he had brought to his Heavenly Father. 

Apart from this particular question, the stranger was ac¬ 
corded special consideration in the Jewish legal code. Duties 
towards him were never as binding as towards your “ neigh- 
bom*,5 5 your fellow-Jew.That has remained the same 
from the day the Torah first became current to our own. 

What was the importance in economic life of the laws con¬ 
cerning strangers ? It was twofold. First, intercourse was 
bereft of all consideration, and commercial morality (if I may 
so put it) became elastic. (242—5) 

Equal Rights for Jews: No Rights for Strangers. Free 

Trade and Free Cheating: Talmudic Equivoques. 

The theory of price in the Talmud and the Codes, in so far 
as it affected trade between Jew and Jew, is exactly parallel to 
the scholastic doctrine of justum pretiwm which prevailed in 
Europe throughout the Middle Ages. But as between Jew 
and non-Jew there was no just ‘price. Price was formed as it 
is to-day, by the “ higgling of the market.55 

Be that as it may, the important thing to observe is that in 
the Talmud, and still more distinctly in the Shulchan Aruch, 
conceptions of the freedom of industry and enterprise, so en¬ 
tirely alien to the Christian law of Medieeval Europe, are met 
with.I can do no more here than refer to a few in¬ 
stances. But few though they be they seem to me to be con¬ 
clusive evidence on the point in question. My first reference 
is to a passage in the Talmud which fully recognises free 
competition among sellers. 

Mishna.—“ R. Judah was of opinion that a shopkeeper should 
not distribute nuts among children, because by so doing he gets 
them into a habit of coming to him. But the Rabbis allow it. 
Moreover, it is not lawful to spoil prices. But the Rabbis say, 
‘ Blessed be his memory.5 55 

G&mara.—“ The question at once arises, what was the reason 
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for the attitude of the Rabbis in the first case? The answer 
is that the shopkeeper may say to his competitor, * I give the 
children nuts, you can give them1 plums.’ And what is the 
reason of the Rabbis in the second case? The Mishna forbids 
price alteration, and yet they say, ‘Blessed be his memory.’ 
The answer is, they bless his memory because'he reduces prices.” 

In the Codes the reasons have been omitted, and the dry 
statement of law only is found. “ A shopkeeper is allowed to 
make presents of nuts and other things to the children who come 
to purchase in his shop, in order to win their custom. More¬ 
over, he may sell at a price below the current one, and the 
competing tradesmen can do nothing.” 

Similarly, in the laws regulating the conduct of traders who 
bring their goods to the market town, the following may be 
read: “ Should the strangers sell more cheaply than the native 
dealers, or should their goods be of a better quality, the natives 
may not prevent them', for the Jewish public derives benefit 
therefrom.” 

Once more. “ If a Jew is prepared to lend money to a non- 
Jew at a lower rate of interest than someone else, the latter can 
do nothing against it.” 

Finally, Jewish law favours industrial laissez-faire. So we 
find in the Shulckan Anich: “ If any one commenced a handi¬ 
craft in his street and none of his neighbours protested, and 
then one of the other residents in the street wishes to carry on 
the same calling, the first may not complain that the newcomer 
is taking the bread out of his mouth, and try to prevent him.” 

Clearly, then, free trade and industrial freedom were in ac¬ 
cordance with Jewish law, and therefore in accordance with 
God’s will. What a mighty motive power in economic life! 
(242—5) i 

Puritanism Practically Identical with Judaism. 

A complete comparison between the two “ ismis ” is not within 
my province here. But I believe that if it were made, it would 
be seen that there is an almost unique identity between Judaism 
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and Puritanism, at least on those points which we have investi¬ 
gated. In both will be found the preponderance of religious 
interests, the idea of divine rewards and punishments, asceticism 
ivithin the world, the close relationship between religion and 
business, the arithmetic conception of sin, and, above all, the 

rationalisation of life. 
Let me refer to an instance or two. Take the attitude of 

Judaism and Puritanism to the problem of sex. In one of the 
best hotels of Philadelphia I found a notide in my room to this 
effect: “ Visitors who may have to transact business with ladies 
are respectfully requested to leave the door of their room open 
while the lady is with them.” What is this but the old dictum 
of the Talmud, “ Hast thou business with women? See to it 
that thou are not with them alone ” ? 

Again, is not the English Sunday the Jewish Sabbath? 
I would also recall the words of Heine, who had a clear insight 

into most things. “ Are not,” he asks in his Confessions, “ Are 
not the protestant Scots Hebrews, with their Biblical names, 
their Jerusalem, pharisaistic cant? And is not their religion 
a Judaism which allows you to eat pork? ” 

Puritanism is Judaism. 
* * * * 

The Jews in England in the 17th century were held in very 
high esteem by the Puritans. Leading men in England like 
Oliver Cromwell built up their religious views on the Old Tes¬ 
tament, anl Cromwell himself dreamed of a reconciliation 
between the Old and the New Testaments, and of a confedera¬ 
tion between the Chosen People of God and the Puritan 
English. (248—250) 

Jewish Character: Intellectually Overbalanced. 

Again, look at (the Jews’) semi-citizenship.No¬ 
where did the Jews enjoy the sarnie advantages as their fellow- 
citizens, and yet everywhere they achieved economically much 
more than the rest of the population. There can be hut 
one explanation for this—the specifically Jewish character-- 
istics. 
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Unlike most other writers on the subject, I will begin by 
noting a Jewish quality which, though mentioned often enough, 
never received the recognition which its importance merited. I 
refer to the extreme intellectuality of the Jew. Intellectual 

interests and intellectual skill are more strongly developed in 
him than physical (manual) powers. 

The most valuable individual is the intellectual individual; 
humanity at its best is intellectuality at its highest. Listen to 
what a sensible Jew has to say when he pictures the ideal man, 
the superman if you like, of the future. “ In place of the blind 
instincts .... civilised man will possess intellect conscious 

of purpose. It should be every man’s unswerving ideal to crush 
the instincts and replace them by will-power, and to substitute 

reflection for mere impulse..Civilisation should have 
but one aim—to liberate man from1 all that is mystic, from the 
vague impulsiveness of all instinctive action, and to cultivate 
the purely rational side of his being.” Only think. Genius, 
the very essence of instinctive expression, conceived as the 
highest form of the rational and intellectual! .... 

The intellectuality of the Jew is so strong that it tends to 
develop at the expense of other mental qualities, and the mind 
is apt to become one-sided.The Jew lacks the quality 
of understanding; he responds less to feeling than to intellect. 

The Jew certainly sees remarkably clearly, but he does not 
see much. He does not think of his environment as something 
alive, and that is why he has lost the true conception of life, 
of its oneness, of its being an organism1, a natural growth. 
.... Proofs will he found in the peculiarities of Jewish law, 

which, as we have already seen, abolished personal relationships 
and replaced them by impersonal, abstract connexions pr 

activities or aims. 
As a matter of fact, one may find among, the Jews an extra¬ 

ordinary knowledge of men. They are able with their keen 
intellects to probe, as it were, into every pore, and to see the 
inside of a man as only Roentgen rays would show him. They 
muster all his qualities and abilities, they note his excellencies 
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and his weaknesses, they detect ait once for whiat he is beat 
fitted. But seldom do they see the whole man, and thus they 
often make the mistake of ascribing actions to him! which are 
an abomination to his inmost soul. Moreover, they seldom 
appraise a man according to his personality, but rather accord¬ 
ing to some perceptible characteristic and achievement. Hence' 
their lack of sympathy for every status where the nexus is a 
personal one.Politically he is an individualist. A 
constitutional State in which all human intercourse is regulated 
by clearly defined legal principles suits him well. He is the 
bom representative of ,a “liberal” view of life in which there 
are no living men and women of flesh and blood with distinct 
personalities, but only citizens with rights and duties. And 
these do not differ in different nations, but form part of man¬ 

kind, which is but the sum total of an immense number of 

amorphous units. 
It comes to this, that they behold the world not with their 

“soul,” hut with their intellect. The result is that they are 
easily led to believe that whatever can be neatly set down on 
paper and ordered aright by the aid of the intellect must of 
necessity be capable of proper adjustment in actual life. 

The conception of the universe in the mind of such an intel¬ 
lectual people must perforce have been that of a structure well- 
ordered in accordance with reason. By the aid of reason, 
therefore, they sought to understand the world; they were 
rationalists both in theory and in practice. (254—265) 

The Jew has always an End in View,; which is, His End 
and not Yours. 

The Jew’s outlook is teleogical or that of practical ration¬ 
alism. No peculiarity is so fully developed in the Jew as 
this. Most other observers start out with the teleology of the 

Jew; I for my part regard it as the result of his extreme in¬ 
tellectuality, in which I believe all the other Jewish pecu-- 
liarities are rooted. Take any expression of the Jewish genius 
and you will be certain to find in it this teleological tendency. 
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�which has sometimes been called extreme subjectivity. Certain 
it is that the Jews are the most subjective of peoples-. The 
'Jew never loses himself in the outer world, never sinks in the 
depth of the cosmos, never soars in the endless realms of thought, 
but as Jellinek well puts it, dives below the surface to seek for 
pearls. He brings everything into relation with his ego. He 
is for ever asking why, what for, what will it bring? (265) 

Jewish Mobility, Moral and Intellectual. 

Mobility of mind—quick perception and mental versatility- 
all Jews possess. These four elements, intellectuality, tele¬ 
ology, energy, and mobility, are the corner-stones of Jewish 
character, so complicated in its nature. I believe that all the 
qualities of the Jew may be easily traced to one or more of 

these elements. 
In the words of Goethe, “No Jew, not even the most insig¬ 

nificant, but is busy towards the achievement of some worldly, 
temporary or momentary aim.” This activity often enough 
degenerates into restlessness. He must for ever be up and 
doing, for ever managing something and carrying it to fruition. 
He is always on the move, and does not care much if he makes 
himself a nuisance to those who would rest if they could. All 
musical and social “affairs” in our large towns are run by 

Je-ws. The Jew is tlie bom trumpeter of progress and of its 
manifold blessings. And why? Because of his praetieal- 
mindedness and his mobility combined with his intellectuality. 
The last more especially, because it never strikes deep root. 
All intellectuality is in the long run shallowness; never does 
it allowr of probing to the roots of a matter, never reaching 
down to the depths of the soul or of the universe. Hence in¬ 
tellectuality makes it easy to go from one extreme to the other. 

That is why you find among Jews fanatical orthodoxy and un¬ 
enlightened doubt. 

But to this shallow intellectuality the Jew owes perhaps 
the most valuable of his characteristics—his adaptability—which 
is unique in history. The Jews were always a stiffnecked1 
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people, and their adaptability and their capacity to maintain 
their national traits are both due to the one cause. Their 
adaptability enabled them to submit, for the time being-, if 
circumstances so demanded, to the laws of necessity, only to 
hark back to their wonted ways when better days came. Erom 
of old the Jewish character was at one and the same time 
resistant and submissive, and though these traits may appear 
contradictory, they only seem so. As Leroy-Beaulieu well said, 
“ The Jew is at once the most pliant of men, the most self- 
willed and the most malleable.” .... 

That a Felix Mendelssohn should write German music, that 
a Jacques Offenbach French, and a Souza Yankee-doodle; that 
a Lord Beaconsfield should set up as an Englishman, Gambetta 
as a Frenchman, Lassaile as a German; in short, that Jewish 
talent should so often have nothing Jetwish about it, but be in 
accord with its environment, has curiously enough again and 
again been urged as evidence that there are no specifically 
Jewish characteristics, whereas in truth it proves the very, 
opposite in a striking fashion. It proves that the Jews have 
the gift of adaptability in an eminently high degree. The 
Jew might go from one planet to another, but his strangeness 
among his new surroundings would not continue for long. 
(268—270) 

How mobile the Jew can be is positively astounding. He 
is able to give himself the personal appearance he most desires. 
As in days of old through simulating death he was able to 
defend himself, so now by colour adaptation or other forme 
of mimicry. .... 

Easier still, on account of his mental and moral mobility, is 
it for the Jew to make the intellectual atmosphere of his en¬ 
vironment his own. His mental mobility enables him quickly 
to seize upon the “ tone ” of any circle, quickly to nqftice what 
it is that matters, quickly to feel his way into things. And his 
moral mobility? That enables him to remove troublesome hin¬ 
drances, either ethical or aesthetical, from his path. And he 
can do this with all the more facility because he has only to a 
small degree what may be termed personal dignity. It means 
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little to him: to be untrue to himself if it { s o question of
attaining the wished-for goal.
Is this picture faithful to life? The obvious adaptability

of the Jew to the changing conditiom of the struggle for exist‑
ence is surely proof enough. But there is further proof in
some of the special gifts which the Jew possesses. I refer
to their undoubted talent for journalism, for the Bar, for the
stage, and all of it is traceable to their adaptability. . . . .
The actor’s calling, no loss than the hmrisfer’s, depends for

success on his ability to place himself quickly in a strangeworld
of ideas, to take a right view of men and conditions without
much difficulty, to form a correct estimate of them for his own
end. The Jew's g i f t of subjectivity stands him here in good
stead, for by its aid he can easily put himself in the position
of another, take thought for him and defend him. To be
sure, jurisprudeuice is the bulk of the contents of Jewish
literature. (272‐3)

Capitalism and the Jew: Liberalism is Judaism.

How and in what way did the Jewish characteristics enable
Jews to become financiers and speculators? . . . . Speaking
generally, the fundamental ideas of capitalism and those of the
Jewish character show a singular similarity. . . . . We have
the triple parallelism between Jewish character, Jewish religion
and capitalism. Organising ability springs from intellec‑
tuulity, and in the capitalistic system we find the separation
betweenhead and hands, between the work of directing and that
of manufacturing. “Fo r the greatest work to be completely
done, you need of hands a thousand, of minds but only one.”
. . . . The purest form of capitalism is that wherein abstract
ideas are most clearly expressed. . . . . The quality of ab‑
straction in capitalism manifests itself in the substitution of
all qualitative dilferences by merely quantitative ones (value in
exchange). Before capitalism came exchange was a many‑
sided, multi-coloured and technical process; now it is just one
specialised act‐that of the dealer: before, there were many
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relationships between buyer and seller; there is only one now— 
the commercial. The tendency of capitalism has been to do 
away with different manners, customs, pretty local and national 
contrasts, and to set up in their stead the dead level of the 
cosmopolitan town. In short, there has been a tendency to 
uniformity, and in this capitalism and Liberalism have much 
in common. Liberalism we have always known to be a 
near relative of Judaism', and so we have the kindred trio 
of Capitalism, Liberalism and Judaism . (273—5) 

Moneyolatry creates Drab Uniformity. 

How is the inner resemblance between the first and the last 
—Capitalism and Judaism—manifested? Is it not through the 
agency of money, by means of which capitalism succeeds so well 
in its policy of bringing about a drab uniformity? Money is 
the common denominator, in terms of which all values are ex¬ 
pressed; at the same time it is the be-all and end-all of economic 
activity in a capitalistic system. Hence one of the conspicuous 
things in such a system is success. Is it otherwise with the 
Jew? Does he not also make the increase of capital his chief 
aim? And not only because tbe abstractness of capital is con¬ 
genial to the soul of the Jew, but ‘also because the great regard 
in which (in the capitalistic system) money is held strikes 
another sympathetic note in the Jewish character—its teleology. 
Gold becomes the great means, and its value arises from1 the fact 
that you can utilise it for many (ends.Capitalism is 
constantly on the look-out for something newr, for some way of 
expanding, for abstaining to-day for the sake of to-morrow. 
Think of our whole system of credit. Does not this charac¬ 
teristic show itself clearly enough? (275) 

Nothing Organic or Natural—All Mechanical and Artificial. 

The Jew is well fitted for the part of undertaker because of 
his strength of will and his habit of making for some goal or 
other. His intellectual 'mobility is accountable for his readiness 
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to discover new methods of production and new possibilities of 
marketing. He is an adept at forming new organisations, and 
in these his peculiar capacity for finding out what a man is best 
fitted for stands him in good stead. And since in the world of 
capitalism there is nothing organic or natural but only what is 
mechanical or artificial, the Jew’s lack of understanding of the 
former is of no consequence. Even undertaking on a large 
scale is itself artificial and mechanical; you may extend a con¬ 

cern or contract it; you may change it according to circum¬ 
stances.The Jew can easily grasp impersonal relation¬ 

ships.He has the feeling of personal dependence only 
in a slight measure. Hence he ... . pays little attention to 
the dash of sentimentality which is still sometimes found in 
labour contracts. In all relations between sellers and buyers, 
and between employers and employed, he reduces everything 
to the legal and purely business basis. 

But if the Jew is well fitted to be an undertaker, still more 
is he cut out for the part of the trader. His qualities in this 
respect are almost innumerable. 

The trader lives in figures, and in figures the Jew has always 
been in his element. His love of the abstract has made calcula¬ 
tion easy for him; it is his strong point. Now a calculating, 
talent, combined with a capacity for working always with some 
aim in view, has already won half the battle for the 

trader. (275) 

Origin of the Jews: A People of the Desert. 

The}' are an Oriental people—that is to say, one of those 
peoples whose habitat was in that part of the globe lying 
between the Atlas Mountains in the West, and the Persian Gulf 
in the East; one of those races baked by the sun in the dry, 
burning climate of the great deserts of North Africa, Arabia 
and Asia Minor, or of their border-lands; the races which 
brought their special characteristics to maturity amid their 

peculiar environment which had never altered since the Ice Age, 
a period of some twelve to sixteen thousand years. 
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Tile whole of this region, from which the Jews hailed, is an 
extensive sandy desert, with here and there an oasis where man 
and beast can dwell. In the larger of these valleys arose, as is 
well known, the earliest civilisations of the world—in Egypt, in 
Mesopotamia, and in Palestine. All three are comparatively 
small fertile patches; all are true oases in the desert, and theirs 
was an essentially oasis civilisation. The cultivable area 
of Egypt was about as large as'the Prussian Province of Saxony 
is to-day (about 5,500,000 acres); Mesopotamia at its widest 
extent was only about half the size of the plain of Lombardy 
(about 4,500 square miles); Palestine, the land of the whole 
people of Israel, was smaller still, being no larger than perhaps 
Baden (about 5,000 square miles); while Judea, the southern 
kingdom, and therefore the home of the Jews, was as the 
Duchies of‘Anhalt and Saxe-Coburg and Gotha together (about 
1,600 square miles). But these oases, and Palestine more espe¬ 
cially, were themselves broken by deserts, Judea being parti¬ 
cularly badly treated by Nature. Its southern end extended 
past Hebron and Beersheba, right into the modern sandy waste. 

All agriculture in these countries was the tillage of oases. 
What does this mean? It means that the 6oil collected by 
almost artificial means, and that the great aim' of the farmer 
was to gather the water necessary for the growth of vegetation. 
This was the case in Palestine, where the cultivation of the soil 
depended on the water supply. Drought is the scourge that 
the farmer fears most. Every year he trembles lest the arid 
waste should stretch its arms and embrace his strip of land, 
tended with so much care and tribulation. Every moment he 
is in dread lest the desert send him its scorching winds, or its 
locust swarms. And, above all, he fears the desert wastes 
because of the marauding bands who may fall upon him, 
robbing, killing, pillaging as they cross the country, sometimes 

even taking possession of the holding if the fancy seize them. 
These children of the desert, whom we now call Bedouins, and 
of whom the oasis-dwellers were once themselves a part, were 
nomadic shepherds. Their raids hastened the rise of strong 
cities with stout wralls, behind which the inhabitants of the plain 
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could take refuge. Sometimes the desert crept riglit into them, 
and so at all times they were filled with the spirit of the sandy 
wastes. (324—5) 

Conquest and Enslavement of Canaan. 

Such a tribe of restless wandering Bedouins were the 
Hebrews, when about the year 1200 b.c. they fell upon Canaan, 
plundering and killing as they went, and finally deciding to 
settle there, and rest from all their wanderings. Which meant, 
that if possible they would do nothing, but that the najtives 

would work for them—the aim of every conquering people. 
Such was Jehovah’s promise: “I will lead you into the land 
which I promised you, a land of great and goodly cities which 
thou buildedst not, and houses full of all good things which 
thou filledst not, and cisterns hewn out which thou hewedst not, 
and vineyards and olive-trees which thou plantedst not, and 
thou shalt eat and be full” (Deut. vi. 10, 11). (325—6) 

How. the Conquerors Behaved. 

Once there, what did the Hebrews do in this promised land? 
What sort of economic organisation did they establish? We 
cannot, of course, speak as to the details, but one or two things 
we may imagine. Probably, as we have seen, the powerful and 
mighty among them, after having conquered large tracts of 
land, instituted a sort of feudal society. Part of the produce 
of the land they tfook for themselves, either by way of rent in 

kind, by farming it out to tax-collectors, or by means of the 
cash nexus. In any case, a large number of Hebrews lived in 
the towns, receiving rent or interest from the subject population 

who worked on the soil, either as “ colonists ” or “ free peasants,” 
or whatever term was used in the Orient for this class. Some 
of the conquering tribes may have become impoverished and 
themselves sunk to the level of unfree farmers, but they were 
hardly the influential ones. This position was held by those 
who inhabited the West Jordan lands, principally Judah, sec¬ 
tions of Simeon and Levi and others. In those districts cattle 
farming* only was possible: “Judah’s teeth are white with 
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milk.” Other tribes, such as Reuben and Gad, remained east 
of the Jordan as semi-nomads, rearing cattle, and half the tribe 

of Manasseh crossed the Jordan to return thither. But all the 
tribes alike muslt have been impregnated with the nomadic 
spirit. Were this not the case, it would be exceedingly difficult 
to understand the rise and growth of the Jewish religious 
system. (326) 

The Old Testament is a Literature of Wandering Shepherds. 

It should not be forgotten that the Holy Scriptures of the 
Jews in which their religion is embodied, especially the Pen¬ 
tateuch, is the literature of a nomadic people. Their God, who 
triumphs over the false gods, is a desert and pastoral divinity. 
The traditions of the nomad state -were maintained by Ezra and 
Nehemiah in the conscious re-establishment of the Jehovah cult, 
in doing which they paid no heed to the intervening period of 
agriculture. The priestly Code “ takes care not to mention the 
settled life in Canaan .... it strictly limits itself to the 
wanderings in the wilderness, and in all seriousness wants to be 

regarded as a desert Code.” Open the historical books or the 
majority of the prophets, that desert choir, include the Psalms 
also, and you everywhere find metaphors and similes taken from 
shepherd life. Only occasionally do you meet with the peasant 
“ sitting contentedly at the door of his house in the shade of the 
fig-tree.” Jehovah is the good Shepherd who will gather the 
remnants of Israel “as a flock in the midst of their pastime” 
(Micah ii. 12). And what does the Sabbatical year mean 
but that you cease being a peasant for the time being, and, 

become an Israelite of the old sort? .... 
Even if we were inclined to assume that the Children of Israel 

lived a settled life for five hundred yeans after the conquest of 
Canaan, it is perfectly clear that all the powers on earth have 
conspired together not to allow this state to become permanent. 
Scarcely had the plant taken root (so far as it could in so hot 
a country) than it was pulled up. The Jew’s inherent “ Noma¬ 
dism ” or “ Saharaism ” (if I may coin a word) was always kept 
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remnants of Israel “ as a,flock in the midst of their pasture”
(Micah i i . 12). And what does the Sabbatical year mean
but that you cease being a peasant for the time being, and;

Evenif wewere inclined to assume that the Children of Israel
livedasettled li fe for five hundred years after the conquest of
Canaan, it is perfectly clear that al l the powers on earth have
conspired together not to allow this state to become permanent.
Scaroely had the plant taken root (so far as it could in so hot
a,country) than it was pulledup. The Jew’s inherent “ NOma ‑
dism ” or “ Saharaism” ( i f I may coin a.word) was always kept
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alive through, selection or adaptation. Throughout the centu¬ 
ries, therefore, Israel has remained a desert and nomadic people. 

The term nomad is not meant to imply obloquy or disgrace. 
At most objection may be taken to the robbing. But why 
should there be any dishonour attached to a brave Bedouin 
tribe which, under such a doughty leader as, say, King David, 
lived on plunder? Why should they appear less worthy, or 
call forth less sympathy, than an agricultural tribe of negroes 
somewhere in the wilds of Africa? (326—9) 

The Jews were never Agriculturists, and after the Exile the 

Cream of the Jews Remained in Babylon. 

We have already mentioned the possible effect of the Exile 
in calling forth slumbering nomadic instincts.Whoever 
the exiles may have been, it is pretty certain that the actual 
agriculturists were not among them. These remained behind 
even after the second hatch of exiles had been carried away 
captive. The passage in Jeremiah (Jer. xxxix. 10) would seem 
to lend probability to my view that the soil was tilled by unfree 
villeins who, when their lords were led to Babylon, became in¬ 
dependent husbandmen. It is not assuming too much to regard 
these men as the descendants of the original inhabitants whom 
the Hebrews had conquered. Prom the age of the Captivity, 
therefore, the population of Judea had a thinner stream of 
Jewish blood in their veins than the Babylonian exiles, who 
were more or leas the Jewish aristocracy, the cream of the 

people, as it were. This was indeed the view that obtained 
currency in later times. Even in Judea itself it was admitted 
that the Babylonian Jews were the very best stock, and an old 

Jewish saying helped to confirm the belief. “ The Jews in the 
Roman Diaspora compared as to their descent with those of 
Judea are like the mixed dough to the pure flour, but Judea 
itself is only dough compared with Babylon.” And B. Ezekiel 
excuses that good man, Ezra, for having returned to Palestine 
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by saying that lie took the families of doubtful origin away 
with him, and so left those that remained free from the danger 
of mixing with them. 

We come then to this conclusion. The Exile was a kind of 
selective process whereby the best elements of Jewry, never 
favourable to an economy of settled life, were forced to revive 
the inherent nomad instincts within them, and to gain their 
livelihood as townsmen, i.e. traders.We never find 
these wandering Jews, be their origin Judea or Palestine, 
establishing colonies or independent settlements of any sort, as 
most other emigrants did. But what do we find? That Jewish 

settlers scattered themselves in all corners of the inhabited globe 
among- foreign nations, preferably in large towns, where they 
sought their livelihood. We never hear of their return to their 

native hearth after having saved up enough money to keep them 
in affluence, as the Swiss, Hungarian, or Italian emigrants do 
to-day. (330—1) 

The Modern City Suits the Jew because it is actually a 
Desert: The New Land of Promise and Profits. 

Now the modern city is nothing else but a great desert, as 
far removed from the warm' earth as the desert is, and like it, 
forcing its inhabitants to become nomads. The old nomadic 
instincts have thus through the centuries been called forth in 

the Jew by the process of adapting himself to his environment, 
while the principle of selection has only tended to strengthen 
those instincts.This hot-blooded, restless people that1 
had wandered not forty, but four thousand years in the wilder¬ 
ness, came at last to its Canaan, to its promised land, where 
it should be able to repose from! all its travels—it came to tbe 
Northern countries, meeting nations there who, while the Jews 
were hurrying from one oasis to apother, had dwelt on their soil 
and smelt of the earth. (334) 
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From Pastoralism to Capitalism: From Counting Sheep 
to Counting Shekels. 

From the endless wastes of sand, from the pastoral pursuits, 
spring’s the opposite way of life—Capitalism. Economic ac¬ 
tivities here are not circumscribed for each man, but are those 

of the breeder (shepherd) with his boundless outlook, where to¬ 
morrow may undo the work of to-day, but where also in a few 

years' time stock may increase tenfold. Sheep and kine 
multiply quickly, but as quickly they may be decimated by 
hunger or disease. Hence, only in the shepherd’s calling, never 

in the farmer’s, could the idea of gain have taken root, and the 
conception of unlimited production have become a reality. 
Only in the shepherd’s calling could the view become dominant 
that in economic activities the abstract quantity of commodities 
matters, not whether they are fit or sufficient for use. Only 
in the shepherd’s calling was counting a prime necessity. 

The Different Types of Jews: Jews of the Ghetto and 
Free Jews; Ashkenazim, Sephardim and Marannos; 

all equally Jewish. 

At one time in their history the contrast between the Ghetto 

Jew and his liberated brother found tangible expression in the 
attitude of the Sephardim (Spanish Jews) towards the Ash¬ 
kenazim (German Jews). The former looked down on the 
latter with contempt, regarding them as importunate beggars 
who were a nuisance. This is the vein of bitter sarcasm in 

which a German Jew wrote to a Portuguese co-religionist about 
the middle of the 18th century (when the relations between the 
two sections were most strained): “I am aware, sir, that the 
Portuguese Jews have nothing in common with those of Ger¬ 
many except a religious rite, and that their upbringing and 
their manners utterly differentiate between them as far as social 
life is concerned. I am also aware that the affinity between 
the two is a tradition of a very ancient date, and that Vercin- 
gentorix, the Gaul, and Arminius, the German, were nearer 
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relations to Herod’s father-in-law than yon are to the Son of 
Ephraim.” Pinto, the Sephardi Jew, expresses himself in a 
similar tone in his well-known reply to the attacks which Vol¬ 
taire made on the Jews as a whole. Pinto is anxious that the 
Spanish Jews should not be put in the same boat as the German 
Jews: they are two distinct nations. “ A Jew of London,” he 

says, “ as little resembles a Jew of Constantinople as the latter 
does a Chinese Mandarin. A Portuguese Jew of Bordeaux and 
a German Jew of Metz have nothing in oommon.” “Mons. 
de Voltaire cannot ignore the delicate scruples of the Portuguese 
and Spanish Jews in not mixing with the Jews of other nations, 
either by marriage or otherwise.” Pinto proceeds to say that 
if a Sephardi Jew in Holland or England were to make a Ger¬ 
man Jewess his wife, his relations would disown him, and he 
would not be given burial in their cemetery. 

This opposition very often found practical expression, more 
especially on the part of the Sephardim, who in their own eyes 
were the aristocracy of Jewry, and who were afraid lest their 
social position should be endangered by the arrival of Jews 
from more easterly countries. Thus, in 1761, the Portuguese 
Jews (or Marannos) of Bordeaux were able to get an order 
passed to the effect that within fourteen dayis all alien Jews 
were to leave the city. Pinto and Pereira were the prime 
movers in the matter, and they used every endeavour to rid 
themselves of the “vagabonds ”—their own co-religionists from 
Germany and France. In Hamburgh the Sephardim occupied 
a position of official superiority over the German Jews; the 
latter having to give undertakings to the former that no shady 
commercial practices would he carried on. 

We have here possibly touched on a chord which will help 

us to appraise at its true worth the influence of the Ghetto far 
Jewish life. Perhaps the conception of noblesse, oblige held 
by the Spanish and Portuguese Jews—their aim to make the 
highest values theirs—may explain why they had no Ghettos, 
and will not need to be regarded as an effect of Ghetto life. In 
other words, perhaps a section of the Jews lived the Ghetto life 
because they were by nature inclined that way.It is 
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assuming too much to say that difierences in their vicissitudes
are traceable to differences in their natures. These dilferences,
however, must not be made too much of. Their Jom'shness
was little influenced by them. Jews they were all, whether
Sephenlim or Ashkcuazim. But in the case of the latter,
Ghetto life produced oertain habits, certain mannerisms which
always clungto theGhetto Jew, andoftenafiectedhiseconomic
activities. In part they were the habits of low social grades
generally, but in Jews, with their peculiar temperament, they
amumed curious features‐a. tendency, for instance, to petty
cheating. ohtrusiveness, Leek of personal dignity, tactlessness,
and so.on. These things must have played some part in the
Jewish conquest. (347-‐9)

The Tribe of Judas seizes Luere’s Sceptre and Mounts the
Throne of the World.

Desert and wandering, though they influenced Jewish
character in no small degree, were not the only forces
which moulded the Jewish spirit. . . . . There were others.
. . The first was money, of which the Jews were
the guardians. This left its mark on their nature, but at
the same time it was in consonanoe with i t . For in money
the two factors which go to make up the Jewish spin't are
united‐desert and wandering, Sahel-ism and Nomadism.
Money is as litt le concrete as the land from which the Jews
sprang; money is only a mass, a. lump, like the flock; it is
mobile; it is seldom rooted in a fruitful soil like the flower or
the tree. Their constant concern with money distracted the
attention of the Jews from a.qualitative, natural View of l i fe
to a quantitative, abstiant conception. The J cws fathomed all
the smells that lay hid in money and found out its magic
powers. They became lords of money, and, through i t ,

LORDS OETHE WORLD. (343‐4)
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Foreword. 

In tracing the conquest of the Kingship of the World by the 
Children of Israel, Werner Sombart has shown that the practice 

of usury has been the mainspring of their power. Inspired by 
a religion of Scribes and Lawyers, which makes the attainment 
of riches the supreme and constant end in life, which has double¬ 
dealing for its ethic—one law for the Jew and another for the 

Gentile—-freedom from all restraints of personal honour or the 
dictates of common honesty—all these advantages, combined 
with tribal solidarity, tribal ubiquity, and a natural aptitude 

for all that money connotes, earned them surely and inevitably 
to their place on the Throne of the World. 

But thi6 achievement was only rendered possible to them by 

one condition—the more or less complete conversion of the 
Christian world to their own religion. 

Sombart shows that the entire fabric of modern capitalism1 
is Jewish in origin, Jewish in form, Jewish in spirit; and 
�whether we approve or disapprove, we are in it, and for the time¬ 
being, at least, we are of it. 

In “The Merchant of Venice” Shakespere has drawn the 
eternal portrait of the unchanging Jew. And Shakespere was 

truly prophetic in making Portia change the sentence of death 
which Shylock had richly deserved into one of conversion to 
Christianity. “I am content,” said Shylock; and well lie 
might be! It is converts of this description who have been 
the ruin of Christianity, and who have turned the name of 
Christian into a by-word. The Jew touches nothing he does 

not pollute. Shylock has converted Christians by the million 
into soulless ducat-hunters like himself. But there is a 
difference between the Jew and the converted Christian, as 

Sombart points out, and it i6 this—the native Shylock feels his 
conscience smite him when he fails to get his pound of flesh, and 
the Shylockised English Christian feels his conscience smite 
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him when he gets it. But with a good, grace or an ill grace 
the whole world now worships submissively side by side with 
Shylock at Mammon’s shrine. 

The Ashkenazim—Who Are They? 

The most comprehensive definition of the term “Ashkenazim ” 
is, perhaps, this —Jews who speak Yiddish. Yiddish—i.e. 
Jiidisch—is a low German dialect written or printed in Hebrew 
characters. Ninety per cent, of all Jews are Ashkenazim. 
They include “English,” “French,” “Dutch,” “Russian,” 
“Polish,” “Scandinavian,” “Austrian,” “Roumanian” Jews, 
and, in fact, all European Jews outside Spain and Portugal. 
“ Ashkinaz ” is the Rabbinical name for Germany as Sepharad 
is the Rabbinical name for Spain. The use of Hebrew cha¬ 
racters for printing their native tongue provides the Jews with 
a secret written language in all countries, and in England 
enables them to publish newspapers in German unintelligible 
to any but members of their own tribe. It is easy to under¬ 
stand that the Ashkenazim generally should desire and work 
for a German victory, which would be, after all, an Ashkenazim 
victory. For whilst an “English” Jew is by no means an 
English man; or a “ Polish ” Jew, a Pole; ora “ Russian ” Jew, 
a Russian; they are all Ashkenazim, German Jews, and a 
German Jew is, in very deed, a German. 

“The Spirit of England”—in Yiddish! 

How far flung is the influence—and the insolence—of the 
Ashkenazim in their conquest of the British Empire may be 
realised by an incident recently communicated in a letter from 
Toronto. “ I shall never forget the shock I got a year or two 
ago,” says the writer, “ when I went to a Canadian Club lunch 
to hear ‘ the Spirit of England ’ presented, and had to listen to 
a Yiddish address from Alfred Mond ”! At this time Mond 
was busy arranging for the exploitation of Canada’s minerals in 
close co-operation with his Ashkenazi brethren of the German 
Metal Octopus. v f ! %jj 
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Ashkenazi Lawyers. 

Sombart points out how admirably the Jew is fitted for the 
profession of the Law. He can plead equally well for either 
side, especially for the side which pays best. But the power 
of the Ashkenazi lawyer to plant the Jewish heel on England’s 
neck is greater, possibly, than even Sombart realises. The 
end of every lawyer is to win his case. Justice is not in ques¬ 
tion. The more unjust the case the greater the lawyer re¬ 
quired to win it. This is a game which admirably suits the 
Jew. A firm of Jewish lawyers, who have been for two 
generations a veritable City of Refuge for high-placed 
delinquents of this country fleeing from the claims of 
justice, comes in course ,of time to possess all the secrets of 
all persons of importance in our ruling, classes. Their office 
thus becomes a perfect mausoleum of family skeletons, all 
ready to be exhumed when occasion—and interest—may re¬ 
quire. The “moral mobility” of the Jew serves him in good 
stead here. When by chance he has had a client with justice 
on his side, and has been entrusted by him with an in¬ 
criminating document which he is directed to use for the rescue 
of the client’s son, he sees nothing shameful, years afterwards, 
in using the document against the son, whose rescue it was 
entrusted to him to effect. 

The present head of the firm of Lewis and Lewis is Sir George 
James Graham Lewis, Bart., whose father, the first Baronet, 
Sir George Henry Graham Lewis, Bart., the son of one, 
Lowe or Levy, of Stuttgart, married first a daughter of 
Philip Kami, of Frankfoxt-on-Main, and secondly Eliza¬ 
beth, daughter of F. Eberstadt, of Mannheim, mother of the 
present Baronet. The latter has married Marie, daughter of 
Emil Hirsch, of Rheinstrasse, •Mannheim, so that the German 
connections of the firm are of the most potent. When it is 
further considered, that in addition to possessing the secrets of 
their private clients, the firm are solicitors to the German Banks 
and important newspapers like the Morning Post and the Daily 
News, it is not difficult to see how strong the pressure of the Heel 
of the Jew has become on England’s neck. And when the 
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head of England’s Judicial Bench is a company-mongering, 
political Ashkenazim, who is all-potent with the ruling poli¬ 
ticians, it would appear that England’s chance of recovery is 
well-nigh desperate. 

Bismarck on the Help of the Jews. 

Early in his political career, 6p eating in the Prussian Par¬ 
liament against a motion for extending the civic rights of the 
Jews, Bismarck uttered these profoundly significant words: 

“I believe that the realisation of Christian teaching is 
the end of the State; I do not believe that we shall more 
nearly approach this end by the help of the Jews.” 

That Bismarck himself fell later under the sway of the Jew, 
that he made use of the Jew in creating his reptile press, and 
in developing the machiavellian policy of his subsequent career 
is part of the world’s tragedy; and the result only confirms the 
truth of his words. Prussia and Germany are not Christian 
but Judaic nations: Lucre is their deity and Shylock their High 
priest. War is the element in which they live and thrive. The 
German Empire is one huge predatory Judaeo-Geraian Trust. 
German trade is war, as Jewish trade is war. German finance 
is Jewish finance, and that is war on all non-Jews and non- 
Germans. Judaeo-German friendship is war, as our one-time 
guests, Ballin and Pathenau, have proved. German peace is 
German penetration; and peaceful penetration is the very worst 
form of German war. 

“The Stain of Blood.” 

As the authors presently to he quoted truly say, it 
needed “the stain of blood” to bring the truth of 
this home to the minds of Englishmen. And the stain 
is not even yet deep enough or broad enough to make 
the full truth plain to them. Money is like blood in this, 
that it carries with it the spirit of its source. Finance 
has become international, and international finance is Jewish 
finance, and Jewish finance is German finance. These two, 
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become one, are penetrating' the veins of all the nations of the 
earth, poisoning- their life-blood, and sapping the life out of 
them. 

The Ashkenazi-Kaiser-Bund. 

When once the Ashkenazi-German alliance was cemented and 
organised throughout the world, the Kaiser could laugh at his 
enemies, for he had his allies planted in all their banks, all 
their brothels, all their businesses, all their stock-exchanges, 
all their socialist organisations, all their newspapers, all their 
council-chambers and war-cabinets, in many of their lawyers’ 
secret closets, and on their judicial benches. When England 
declared war against him, he was disappointed, but he was 
not unprepared. He knew how our Parliament could be 
“improved” and controlled. If he could not keep the British 
navy and army out of the war, he could and did secure the 
promulgation of the Declaration of London, the return from 
England of an army of Germans to fight against Englishmen, 
and the freedom of another German army within our shores to 
carry on his treachery-war as usual. Through his control 
over our legislators he knew he could keep alive in London the 
German banks, which are a more deadly danger to our country 
than all the submarines ever floated. He knew he could keep 
alive in England the German Metal Octopus and get one or 
more of its allies into the British Cabinet. He knew he could 
get a horde of Ashkenazi white slavers with their slaves planted 
on English soil as Belgian refugees all ready to spread vice and 
disease among troops and civilians, and add yet more weapons 
of blackmail to his already over-stocked armoury. When 
Bertha Trost and Janotha were deported to their father- 
land he knew he had. thousands of other agents of Rasputinism 
to carry on his usual work among our rulers and legislators. 
He knew he could keep: in our country tens of thousands jof 
Ashkenazi-Bolsheviks to eat English bread, steal English trade 
and pollute English life under orders from his agents, Braun- 
stein-Trotsky and Zederbaum-Lenin, fresh from the betrayal of 
Russia and Roumania. And he was confident that he could 
rely on there being a sufficient number of Self-righteous Persons 
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in Proper England to save his Sodom and Gomorrah (from! 
exposure and destruction. 

“ Absolute War.” 

The Gospel of the Germlan nation has been written by 
Clausewitz, and it preaches the doctrine of “absolute war.” 
It is this doctrine the meaning of which our Government and 
people obstinately refuse to recognise, in spite of all the horrors, 
all the lies, all the treacheries the Hun has been able to per¬ 
petrate. These horrors, these lies, these treacheries are ap 
essential a part of “absolute war” as are rifles, bayonets and 
guns. 

According to the prophet, Clausewitz, any consideration of 
humanity in a soldier is a crime against the Military Art. 
This likewise is the doctrine of all the Shylocks in all their 
operations. Capitalism; hears the same relation to the honest 
use of money that militarism bears to honest soldiering, 
and that pacificism bears to peace. There is no weapon that 
the Ashkenazi-Hun finds too low for his handling or too small 
for his consideration. The same agencies—Rasputineries and 
all—as have proved the downfall of Russia are in intense 
operation in our own islands. And whilst our Rulers are in 
semblance “ all out to win the war ” on land and sea, they are 
not even waging a “sort of a war” against the thousand-and- 
one agencies by which the Hun is waging absolute war against 
us. Our “improved” rulers would seem to have made 
secret treaties with the enemy to protect his vice, his commerce, 
his finance, his socialists, his pacifists, his Ashkeiiazi-Bolshe- 
viks, his criminals, his blackmailers and all the rest of his 
“ Government-improvers ” in the pay and under the control 
of the Lords of Lucre. 

For it must never he left out of sight that first and last 
this war is a war of Jewish finance. It has been said of the 
British Empire that with, it, “Trade follows the Flag.” 
With the German Empire the reverse is true: “ Empire follows 
the Trade-Bank.” The Trade-Bank is the soul and sinews 
of German war. The Shylocks of Frankfort, like Commission 
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Agents on the Turf of the World, had made ujd their books in 
neutral and enemy countries before they gave their word to 
the Kaiser that the Race might he started. Then, no matter 
which animal lost, they were bound to win, and if their favourite 
failed they knew they would be ready to train and start him1 
on a new Race. First and last this is Lucre’s war, and Treason 
is his Chief of Staff. 

By the practice of usury, says Sombart, the Jew learned 
the art of “ earning without sweating ”—of dodging, in fact, 
the primal “curse”; which is, actually, no curse at all, but an 
essential part of Man’s education and development. No man 
has a right to eat bread which—or its equivalent—the labour 
of his own hands has not produced. He who eats the produce 
of another’s labour without contributing any labour of his own 
is a parasite on the community. By the practice of usury 
one nation is able to prey on other nations, and by “ improving ” 
their legislators and making their laws for them, and their 
lawyers, the predatory nation is able to use its victims’ own State 
machinery, its tax-gatherers, its police, its army and its navy for 
collecting the blood-money it exacts! According to the Chris¬ 
tian ethic, “It is more blessed to give than to receive.” Ac¬ 
cording to the Ashkenazi-Hun religion the one sign of God’s 
blessing which they recognise is the amount of other people’s 
money they have been able to amass. The world is now driven 
to a point at which each, man and each nation is compelled to 
make choice between the two. Let the peoples of the world 
he warned by Bismarck’s words and Bismarck’s fate, and see 
that for guidance in making their choice they shun like the 
plague the temptation to seek or to accept—for it will surely 
be proffered, nay, pressed upon them—the treacherous “help 
of the Jews.” 

The Magic Powers of Lucre. 

“ The Jews,” says Sombart, “fathomed all the secrets that 
lay hid in money and found out its magic powers. They 
became lords of money, and, through it, Lords of the World.” 

The magic powers of money as wielded by the Lords 
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of Lucre are powers of Black Magic at its blackest. The 
book now to be quoted lifts a corner of the veil which 
shrouds these occult power’s and brings some of them into 
the light of day. The authors of the book, Messrs. W. E. 
Bleloch and A. E. O’Flaherty, have given it the title of 
“ A Thousand Million Pounds—For Us or Germany ? ” 
and they plead with the South African Government and 
the Imperial Government to take charge of the resources pf 
the Transvaal—such as are left of them—and not allow them 
to be filched by Germany and Germans, as has hitherto been 
the case. The Germian exploiters of South Africa have been 
and are predominantly Ashkenazi; and it is quite impossible 
to draw a dividing line between Germans and German Jews. 
The German nation is solid as the Jewish tribe is solid. The 
two tribes make one solid, and whoever deals with a unit of 
either deals with the two tribes combined. They have one and 
the same religion—the religion of Gain without scruple. 
Gwinner, Ballin, Eathenau are its inspiration; Hindenburg, 
Tiipitz, Ludendorf its military executants, and the Kaiser is the 
figure-head of both. 

A quotation from von Buelow’s “Imperial Germany,” which 
fitly graces the volume as a frontispiece, explains to the world 
how lovingly German war and Judaeo-German commerce and 
finance march hand in hand. Says von Buelow: 

“Weak and incapable nations must look on while foreign 
nationalities gain in numbers and importance within the borders 
of their States. There is no third course .... one is the 
victor and the other is the vanquished.Nations of 
military ability and skill, and of superior culture, will expend 
their energy in making the national conquest follow in the wake 
of the political, and every considerable industrial interest ulti¬ 
mately finds political expression in one way or another. 

When employers and princely merchants like StumrU and 
Krupp, Ballin and Eathenau, Kirdorf and Borsig, Gwinner and 
Siemens were found to take advantage of these favourable con¬ 
ditions the successes of the immediate future were bound to fall 
to industry and commerce.” 
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The Ashkenazi Vulture. 

Said the Poet: 

“ When nations grow old the Arts grow cold, 
And Commerce settles on every tree.” 

This has happened. Commerce, the Vulture of the Ash¬ 
kenazi breed, has settled not only on every tree, hut on every 
ear of corn, and on every blade qtf grass, on every man, every 
woman and every child. There is nothing alive that is not 
paying in some form or other a usury-toll to the Shylocks who 
have gripped the world in their claws. 

Exploitation of others is not of the essence of the English 
nature as it is of the nature of the Hun and of the Jew; but the 
Englishman is quite capable of acquiring the malady. By 
nature the Englishman wishes to produce something which in 
value corresponds to that which he receives in exchange. But 
the Cult of the Coin has infected him deeply, and now- he is 
struggling in the raging fever it has brought upon him. He 
may defeat Hindenburg and Tirpitz on land and sea, but unless 
he can defeat Shylock in his own country, in his own commerce, 
and in his own heart, the other victory wall be unavailing. 
“ The Merchant Canaanite ” has not yet taken possession of the 
entire British Temple. Though he is seated on the High Altar 
of England’s Parliament, there are still a few side-chapels un¬ 
controlled by him, and from one of these must go forth the 
Scourge that is to “scourge the Merchant Canaanite from out 
the Temple of the Nation’s Mind.” 

England must return to the Christian ethic of Industry and 
Trade which makes Life the end of all human effort and not 
money with its devilish powers. When Christian. England 
becomes Christian in fact as well as in name she will give an 
opening for her true King to return. So long :as she accepts 
the Jewish Code of faith and commerce she bars the Te'mple 
door against His entrance. 
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Government by Aliens.
What powers of Darkness are wrapped up in the Alien

Money-Control the authors of “ A Thousand Million Pounds "
to some extent reveal in their book. Money‐power is not
capital in any honest sense: it lives on envy, hatred andmalice
and thrives by stirring up wars, rebellions and strikes, as
Sombart has shown, and asBlelooh and O’Flaherty illustrate.
The alienGold-power controls not only mines but Governments,
and wielded by Ashkenezi hands it converts Democracy into
Xenoeraey. “ Xenoeraey” is a word coined by our author-etc
describe a government exercised by aliens or foreigners. But
as the foreigners who wield the control are almost invariably,
members of the Shylock tribe it has been suggested that “ Shy‑
lookracy ” would be an even more fitting name to describe the
form of government which is now oppressing the nations of the
earth. How this form of government gm to work will be
shownin letterswritten by LionelPhillips to Alfred Beit*‐‐two
Ashkeneziflnd nowenshrined in the Cape BlueBook, inwhich
their methods of controlling Parliaments are revealed. “ Im ‑
proving” parliaments is the term employed by the “ Im‑
provers," but the term used in vulgar speech is “ Corrupting.” '
Our authors express surprise that the chief Improver of South
African parliaments should have been given a post in the
ImperialMinistry.T They forget that there is a close affinity
between Improversand Improved,that the latter have analmost
filial affection for the former. They forget that the “ Mother
of Parliaments” is the most highly “improved” legislature
on the faee of the earth: it has, in fact, been improved out of
al l semblance to anything English, and has nothing. left in it
but Ashkenazim, Ashkenazi‐nomineos, and the nominees of
Ashkenazi-nomineos. It is this “improved” body of legislators
who are the heroes of the Dardanelles, Gallipoli, Mesopotamia,
the removal of Kitchener, the Declaration of London and the
* Of Wernher, Bei’t 4’: 00.
1“That the appointment is an unpaidonemakes it all the more potent

asa means of exerting “ influenee.”
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false Blockade; it is these who are responsible for the appoint¬ 
ments and “honours” of Mond, ftufus Isaacs, Churchill, 
Phillips and Samuel Montagu; it is these who supported 
Premier “Wait-and-see” as they now support Premier “ Too- 
late”; it is these who betrayed Serbia and Eoumania, who 
embraced and enlarged Irish rebels when they might have 
conscripted Ireland; it is these who sent Ashkenazi-Bolsheviks 

with English pacifists to France and Italy on errands of’treason; 
it is these who have kept the German banks alive and are now, 
apparently, setting them up in active business again in the 

centre of the British Empire. 
The reason why Sir William: Plender was chosen for the task 

of “winding up” the German banks becomes, perhaps, plain 
from a perusal of “A Thousand Million Pounds.” Sir 
William, it seems, is the head of a firm1 of accountants who 
are the auditors of a number of Ashkenazi mining and banking 
Houses in South Africa. There are two meanings attached 
to the term “winding up”; we wind up a watch in order to 
keep it going; and we usually wind up a business in order to 

make it stop. Sir William Plender m'ay have been persuaded 
by his Ashkenazi clients that the former was the sense in which 
lie should interpret his instructions regarding the German! 
banks. 

Messrs. Bleloch and O’Flaherty shall now tell in their own 
words how true is the picture Werner Sombart has drawn of 
our Conquerors and their South African Conquest. 
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Synopsis. 

The Peace Aspect of German War.—German invasion of the 
Transvaal no recent affair.—The uncanny powers of Gold: Ex¬ 
ploiting methods of the Lords of Lucre.—Banking, English and 
German.—The perilous position of an exploited country.—Gold- 
power distinct from Capital.—Control, not money, supplied by 
Germany.—The Cloverfield example: British shareholders find the 
money and when they lose the German “Control” thrives.—Ger¬ 
many depends on our Gold.—The German State claims and uses 
all monies and securities deposited in German banks.—The Perils 
of unprepared Peace.—Democracy, Xenocraey or Shylockracy?— 
“South Africa First.”—The Germans of Johannisburg and the 
Rebellion.—The Made-in-Germany South African Gold Law is 
pro-German in aim and operation, and anti-Boer and anti-British. 
—The sum of the matter: The State Gold Basis must be freed 
from gambling- and treated as a whole.—A Lucre Lady and a 
friendly Germany.—The patriotic Lady preaches Hun doctrine. 
—Lady Phillips eulogises the German Bagdad Railway scheme.— 
The German System controls the British Empire.—Germans with¬ 
out capital get control of all capital.—State-owned enterprises. 
A German trader is not an individual but an item of the indivisible 
German nation.—Adjustable German Transport Rates.—British 
policy and not the British manufacturer at fault.—Principles and 
Practices of our Ashkenazim conquerors: How Parliaments are 
“ Improved ” and controlled.—Ashkenazi Origin of the Jameson 
Raid. 
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A THOUSAND MILLION POUNDS. 
By 

W-. E. BLELOCH anb A. E. O’FLAHERTY. 

The Peace Aspect of German War. 

All over the world, by this tim!e, people have been harshly 
awakened to the danger �which lurks in the organised German 

use of commercial privilege. And, primd facie, it will not 
be imagined that the poHtieal agent, who is never separate from 

any concern where two or three Germans are gathered together, 
has neglected South Africa. From India and Persia, through 
Turkey, Egypt and North Africa generally southwards, the 
politico-commercial German influence has left its organism, 
which needed the stain of blood to make it evident to the un¬ 
suspecting Englishman. If desert tribes and remote Asiatic 
and Mahommedan agencies were considered worth preparing 
for the Anglo-German struggle, is it likely that the obvious 
political and financial conditions of South Africa would be 
overlooked, where recent war and rebellion had been succeeded 
by peace, when party-politics seemed to be resumed on a basis 
of racial cleavage, when neighbouring German colonies had 
long been administered on a purely military system, and when 
the German Hanks had already established a powerful lien on a 
population numbering a great number of German descent? (5) 

German Invasion of the Transvaal no Recent Affair. 

It is now many years since the higher poHtieal command of 
Prussia determined to possess itself of the gold of the Trans- 
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vaal. Nor was it quite without significance that the gold mines 
during the Anglo-Boer war were placed under the protection 
of German “Special Police”! (6) 

The Uncanny Powers of Gold. The Exploiting Methods 
of the Lords of Lucre. 

Gold has strange powers which are not described in an 
analysis which regards it as a commodity, a “ token of value ” 
or a “medium of exchange.” As a commodity merely its 
value is determined like that of any other commodity: it falls 
with over-production and rises with increased demand. We 
see that happening in “high prices,” which means that there 
is a fall in the value of gold compared with other commodities 
in the process of exchange. But at the same time while “ high 
prices” are showing that gold is cheap, we often see that 
“money is dear.” A man with an immense stock of boots 
will not get more for a pair than a man gets who has a small 
stock; hut it is notorious that a man with a “ million of money ” 
can obtain a higher relative return for his investments than a 
small capitalist can, or a depositor in a Savings Bank. The 

protean mobility of gold gives it a power of a kind no other 
commodity possesses. “.To him that hath shall be given” 
is truer of gold than of anything else. They call money 
“liquid capital,” perhaps, because it is so hard to hold. It 
finds its own level; but its level is in the Banks, and no sooner 
has it got there than it acquires new power as potential capital. 
.... In the late eighties of last century 3 per cent, was 
reckoned as a sound percentage for a non-professional investor 
in England. At the same time the purchase-power of gold 
was not less than 50 per cent, more than it is to-day. To-day, 
however, when it purchases so little it commands twice as much 
“interest.” In other words, one has to pay twice as much 
gold for the use of gold while it is less than half its value 
in goods. A great time for the lender, the man with the 
gold power! .... Two values at the same moment! The 
value in use small, the value in credit (or profit) large. It is 
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this power that has justified the age-long and instinctive hatred 
of “usury.” It is this that brought the world to a season of 
strikes and revolutionary activities shortly before this war. As 
we shall see in a later chapter, this gold-power, organised at 

the expense of the nation in every country but Germany— 
where the organisation is national—had not only oppressed the 
workers and led them to revolutionary acts and thoughts, it had 
also invaded the process of exchange, preyed upon producer and 
consumer, and made the old skilled employer and useful distri¬ 
butor (middleman) the servants of impersonal agencies behind 
which lay the gold-power. (27) 

Banking, English and German. 

The Banking System of England or South Africa (based on 
gold) is merely a “Safe Deposit” for the “moderately!” well 
off; for the financier it is a source of immense power.! ;By 
means of bills, overdrafts, bankers’ references and credit of all 
kinds, magnified by an adroit combination of the servicesi of 
several different hanks, the hankers axe able to use the deposits 
and savings of the rest of the nation. A generation or two 

ago the private banks advanced money to clients on their cha¬ 
racter . A plan’s hanker was his confidant and counsellor. The 
financiers with the gold-power have invaded that quiet realm’; 
they have amalgamated the small banks into huge machines, 
whose boards they control for their own purposes. Private 

businesses have been floated into limited companies controlled 
by financiers. In America the banks are even more the in¬ 
struments of the conquering, millionaires.In Germany 

the organisation of the national resources is far more complete. 
It is consciously national. For that reason it not only advances 
the fortunes of the Gwinners and Eathenaus: it aids the credit 

of every industrialist who comes within its wide-sweeping 
system. (28) 
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The Perilous Position of an Exploited Nation. 

What is true of an individual is no less true of a people.. 
If either lose control of the gold-power with which their energies 
or assets are associated, they arrive at economical and political 
servitude.A Country may appear to be rich, owing 
to the greatness of its productive output: it escapes notice that 
the People of the country, are impoverished and under alien. 
control.A State as well as an individual may be ruined 
by association with money' capital over which another has 
control. This is what happens in South Africa. The gold- 
power is wielded by foreigners. They are not investing, they 
are divesting. They depart with the vestments of the land 
they have des]} oiled.Powerful countries threaten and 
go to war in order that their financiers may confer the benefit® 
of their investments or loans upon the yet unexploited countries, 

and having once got foothold, they use the riches they acquire for 
making further conquest. Thus, the German agents, backed 
by their own imperial resources, obtained control of the Aus¬ 
tralian spelter, which even in time of war they sold more cheaply 
to the enemies of Britain than to his Britannic Majesty’s 
Government in its need. The coal areas of England have only 
just been saved from a similar fate; while the sorry tale of the 
Transvaal gold-fields has reached its climax at this time, when 
the mere name or guarantee of the agents of enemy banks can 
be used to deprive this country of its natural endowments, and 
by that act to obtain political control, which is exerted to pre¬ 
vent the real progress of the country and exploit it yet more 
heartlessly. At bitter cost we learnt from the German that 
his “Capital,” introduced under shelter of a British limited 
liability company, is a disguised State-loan, in terms over which 
our State has no control. Next, this “so-called” capital of 
the German is frequently nothing more than a guarantee or 
promise of which his own control enables him to avoid fulfil-* 
ment. Next, that it has power to return itself intact to the 
lender after he has exhausted to the uttermost farthing the 
“securities ”—never so insecure—in which it has been invested. 
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Because the German financier appears to have the gold of the 
German banks at his service we give him our mines and trust 
him with our money! (29) 

Gold-Power Distinct from Capital. 

Gold-power, then, is distinct from capital, though allied with 
it. It is enhanced by state-organisation and banks. By use of 
the joint-stock company and company laws it eats up the 
weaker. Finally, only a complete national organisation of all 
resources can withstand a similar organisation of the gold-power 
which has already become national.Only Germany had 
organised the Gold-power on a national basis before the war, 
and it is the only belligerent which has increased its gold re¬ 
sources during the War. (30) 

Control, not Money, Supplied by Germany. 

By observing one example of the treatment of our assets by 

a German control, our enquiry into gold and capital and money 
may be joined with the main thesis, viz. the necessity of South 
Africa uniting with the rest of the Empire to build up the most 
powerful instrument of gold-power under the guidance of the 
State. This example illustrates the truth of the average man’s 
belief that money, not machinery, is capital. It also shows 
that money is not needed in a German control of a South 
African company. Their capital remains u nominal.” It also 
enables us to see the far-fling of German interlocked finance. 
(30) 

The Cloveriield Example: British Shareholders Find the 
Money and when they Lose the German “Control” 
Thrives. 

The Cloveriield Control came into possession because they 
undertook to find the money to equip and develop the mine. 
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Their hank’s promise was all that was required. The plant they 
ordered has not earned its feed, let alone an ambrosial amortisa¬ 
tion, the people who “ put up ” that plant closed it down at 
their discretion. Do they cease to earn 'money when their 
engines are idle ? We shall see. Only the ordinary share¬ 
holders lose under such conditions; the gold-power 'makes as 
much when a property is proved had as ivhen it is proved good. 

The property was originally got for nothing from the State. 
Later it was acquired by S. Neumann and Co., who sold it for 
£200,000 fully-paid shares in the company which was regis¬ 
tered as British in the Transvaal in 1903. The chairman re¬ 
presents Neumann, and so does the secretary. On the Board 
we see the names of Mesa’s. I. H. Guinsberg, Max Franeke 
(alternate J. H. Kuklmann), C. S. Goldman (alternate P. 
Dreyfus). 

Mr. Franeke represented Goertz and Co., or, rather, the Ger¬ 
man banks behind Goertz and Co.We can now return 
to Cloverfield, having seen that it had expert management, and 
behind it the resourceful skill of a German bank upon whose 
flag the sun never sets. Its plant has earned nothing, and its 
representatives, as well as the Chamber of Mines, have made a 
special case of it, as showing how “risky ” these Far East Rand 
areas are.They have a right to say the mine (and 
therefore the plant) is worthless, because they have, during 
thirteen yearn, proved at enormous cost, that neither has paid. 

Well, you would think that this had been a worthless invest¬ 
ment. Whatever it may have 'been for the “ outside ” investor, 
it would not appear that the control was exactly ruined. 
After all these years the original control still controls and the 
idle plant has earned its cost many, many times. The German 

bank methods do not approve of paying for machinery which 
brings no return.It was not the plant that produced 
the revenue, but the attractive force of Gold-power.In 

this typical case the mere association of a German control with 
a South African property draws the British public to subscribe 
millions of pounds. In the thirteen years of its life Cloverfield 

has not produced an ounce of gold; the market record indicates 
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that any capital expended has been supplied over and over again 
by the public. The Control has been in clover. 

A similar instance has occurred on another property during; 
the sitting of the Commission. The German house promised to 

lend £150,000. On the strength of this the public, duly in¬ 
formed, rushed to buy the shares. The House gratified their 
desire by letting them have the shares at the high level. 
Having, thus igot £200,000 from the public, it was an easy 
matter to lend £150,000 to the mine! That is gold-power. 
(31-34) 

Germany Depends on Our Gold. 

The German national control is an economic fact that domi¬ 
nates the world’s trade and production. It forces national 
control on other nations even against their will. If Germany 
obtains the mastery of the colossal output of South Africa that 
domination will be invulnerable and complete. 

Later we have to show the tremendous, nay, irresistible, power 
of such a combination against the individual or ill-grouped 
trades of any country, whose puny resources, even though 
organised in the biggest private combination the world has yet 
seen, cannot compete and live against a competition in which the 
rival is no less than a Great Power. The competitor without 
State aid has to face the whole of the German national resources 
and credit, its railways, shipping and meticulated co-operation 
between industries requiring one another’s products, the whole 
backed and at every moment of the day reinforced by a specialist 
educational system, education bureaux, the operation of its banks 
and agencies, penetrating, usurping or destroying rivalries in 

other countries, and finally quelling the unorganised by the 
threatening prestige of its arms and the horrors of war. In 
the German case the insufficiency of gold has been more t.hnjn 

compensated by investing every transaction with the whole 
national credit. An ounce of gold in Germany does more work 
thap. many ounces in any other country. But war, at least an 

unsuccessful war, “calls the hand.” When payments have to 
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compensated by investing every transaction with the whole
national.credit. An ounce of gold in Germany does more work
than many ounces in any other country. But war, at least an
unsuccessful war, “ calls the hon When payments have to
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meet universal demand and neither the gold is there nor the 
goods ready .... then the whole monster of aggression falls 

as the insane paralytic falls^-an obscene ruin, haunted by the 
hallucinations of megalomania, boasting a name defamed. 
. . . .Nor has the German been at all unaware of the chances 
of such ruin. He took the chance. He called it “ Weltmacllt 
oder Niedergang ”—the whole world or nothing. 

So long as industry and trade are based on competition the 
minimum unit that can survive in these generations is a unit 
that has nothing less than sovereign power. 

It is here, in South Africa, that the main attack on the 
British “ Gold basis ” has begun. Even in Lord Milner’s time 
an English director of an essentially German “House” in 
J ohannisburg threatened to have the gold market removed to 
New York. That was, of course, ludicrously premature. 
(34-5) 

The German State Claims and Uses all Monies and 
Securities Deposited in German Banks. 

Sir Lionel Phillips has confessed that his “House,” as well 
as groups in the Chamber of Mines in which that House exerts 
a chief influence, have not avoided the “ mistake ” of depositing 
available cash in the enemy hanks just before the war. The 
threat (to have the gold market removed from' London) would 
not be so empty now, when the warlike expenditure has altered) 
all previous international relations, when huge quantities p£ 
British specie have been expended, and when a thousand millions 
of gold may be poured into the hanks of Germany to reconstitute 
the local and international credit of those banks which have 
surrendered every asset to the State which claims and exercises 
the right to control them. The State has expended those assets 
—the savings of the people, collected by the hanks and used to 
pay for the war. With what will the State repay the banks? 
Their own economists admit that bankruptcy threatens to over¬ 
whelm them. But they are arranging to get our South African 
gold against a hanking guarantee—a gift of 'millions fen' a scrap 
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of paper which South African gold will make good. The gold 
power will be theirs.With this gold safe the Germans 
can escape the “inconveniences” of too much gold and can 
inflict great inconveniences on others. Banking and discount 
rates, arbitrage and a dozen other financial devices may he 
employed to divert even the former gold to German treasuries— 
to usurp the place of London in the world. (34—36) 

The Perils of Unprepared Peace. 

The Germans have already begun to create special machinery 
to control the export and import of commodities and provide for 
the distribution of material on a national economic system', 
which their pre-war organisation has made comparatively 
simple. They can offer peace terms because they alone are 
prepared for peace. 

It seems to be agreed on all sides that this war of “men, 
munitions and money ” is to be succeeded by a no less intense 
struggle. In this the German “objective” will remain the 
same, being, as we will show, an essential part of the German 
national fabric, and dating from long before the war. They 
have made no disguise. Buelow told us of the folly of the 
classes who “want to base all economic policy on an imaginary 
permanent peace.” German economic policy is based on a real 
permanent war. But in that war hitherto they have succeeded 
by devices which are “ legitimate ” indeed, but legitimate only 
because we have allowed them to hoist our own flags on the 
privateers carrying letters of marque from the Beichsbank. 
And we continue to respect that flag! The Limited Company 
is “incorporated in England” or in some other host. The 
apparent officers are nominees, also British. The “outside 
public” also subscribes to pay the expenses and take the risks. 
But I the real control and the profits With none of the risks remain 
in Germany. (37—8) 
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Democracy, Xenocracy, or Shylocracy? 

No civilised country in these days of national organisation 
will divest itself of its chief assets. The controlling opinion 

in South Africa—that is to say, the controlled opinion—is that 
the foreign investor must be “the first consideration” for any 
reputable government. The tradition is that the assets of the 
State must he leased, pawned, conceded, “ ‘ conveyed ’ the wise 
do call it,” away. The lobbyists who used to manage this were 
wont to make their comknission, the politicians were compli¬ 
mented, the receivers were entitled the “Leaders of Industry,” 
“ the Men who made the Country.” .... 

The spokesmen of this Xenocracy—a new word is needed to 
describe the novelty of government by Foreigners—allege two 
main reasons to justify their claims to the State assets. First, 
they depose before Select Committees that General Botha’s 
Government is so incompetent or so corrupt that it cannot be 
trusted with valuable State property.The second main 
reason for giving State assets to Xenocrats, also deposed in 
evidence before the Commission, and evidently carrying weight 
there, is that only the Nationalists and the Labourites are in 
favour of conserving the public property.At the last 
General Election it was impossible to induce the Labour party 
to take up the matter. They were so concerned to defend 
themselves against the well-advertised charge of disloyalty— 
owing, of course, to the former inclusion of International 
Societies—that they neglected the real issue. The Nationalists 
had no means of learning that the treasure was there and was 
the immediate object of the “foreign fortune-seekers.” . . . . 
(43-4) 

South Airican Racial Strife the Work of Lucre Lords 
from Germany. 

The first thing to be said about Nationalism and Racialism 
in South Africa is: it is the deliberate creation of a covetous 
race which is neither Dutch nor English, but German. It is 
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notorious that the white men of the country have always got 
on pleasantly together side by side, and still do. There was, 
for instance, never a word of racialism in the Orange Free State 
till the Raid, which was organised in the Corner House by 
Germans, and ended the typical co-operation of Rhodes and 
Hofmeyr. It is the witness of all Englishmen who have 
travelled in the country during the last fifty years that the 
distinguishing characteristics of their treatment by Boers have 
been courtesy, kindness and hospitality. This has been the 
experience of both the writers on the veldt, and on the battle¬ 
ground, too. (45) 

“South Africa First.” 

When General Herzog declared his policy in these three 
words the Anglo-German press fell upon him furiously as a 
traitor who had thrown off the mask at last. General Botha 
used the text with effect in English-speaking constituencies. 
But no one dares question the justice of the dictum. In South 
Africa the local interest is the first, and always the first con¬ 
sideration. It is more. It is the only just criterion of policy. 
Canadian and Australian have the same cry. But it is not an 
anti-English declaration. It is as English as Magna Charta. 

.... Many Nationalists have declared that honour demanded 
that they should support the Empire in this crisis, but they 
objected to be dragged at the wheels of the Prime Minister’s 
chariot, in which the “foreign fortune-seeker” was seated. 
(45-7) 

The Germans of Johannisburg and the “Rebellion.” 

The story of the “Rebellion” has not yet been fairly 
written.What is most striking is that the rebellion 
fell so flat. It had passed its crisis before General Botha fired 
a shot. But there was something in it. It is stated that 
Colonel Francke, the commander-in-chief of the German forces 
in South-West Africa, was in Johannisburg on the night that 
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t General de la Bey was accidentally shot, in the company of 
General Beyers, and that he attended a secret meeting of Ger¬ 
mans. It is certain that the German population of Pretoria 
and Johann isburg, together with agents through the country, 
behaved in a way that no-one could mistake. In Rhodesia 
they tampered with the natives, and General Botha made the 
same complaint about their missionaries within the Union. 
But financiers make poor rebels, as we learnt at the time of the 
Said, and this time the Boer was not gulled like the Reformers. 

The misfortune of the Nationalists is not that they have 
no military leaders, but that they have no effective political 
leaders. In a word, they are poor, and they attribute their 
poverty to a national policy which they believe, and say, is 
directed to the aggrandisement of the rich, and especially the 
rich foreigners. 

The truth of the South African difficulty is this. It has 
always been the object of the Anglo-German press [that is, the 
Judaeo-German-controlled press in the English language] to 
create racial discord.The quarrel between Dutch and 
English is chiefly artificial, and is fomented by the same 
agencies as have provoked riot and discord, rebellion and 
treachery in other parts of the Empire and in the countries of 
the Allies. 

South Africa’s interest in this Treasure Trove of hers comes 
first. Although great exception has been taken in some 
quarters to General Herzog dictum tc South Africa First,” he is 
unquestionably right. (47—50) 

The Made-in-Germany South African Gold Law is Pro- 
German in Operation and Anti-Boer and Anti-British. 

The Gold Law was written and amended especially for the 
purpose of making it hard for the Boer and for the. Englishman 
to own a gold mine. For this purpose the prospector has from' 
the first been harassed by fines and charges imposed by the 
State and by obstacles erected by the “Groups,” which in 
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almost every case led to his abandonment of the ground he 
has proved to the verge of success. (53) 

The Sum of the Matter: The State Gold Basis must be 
Freed from Gambling and Treated as a Whole. 

The private gamblers (that is, the “ Houses55 controlling 
the mines) have no national interest, but are absentees, and 
for the most part under the control of hostile banks. 

They exert powerful influence on political parties and officials 
to wrest the laws in their favour, and alter the tariffs to their 
advantage and to the disadvantage of the resident population. 
They have been associated with raids and wars and foreign 
intrigues, and have threatened Governments that they wilL 
wreck their public loans and make borrowing conditional on 
ransom - 

'They have brought about convulsions in the labour markets, 
white and black, raising and lowering wages at their caprice 
and opposing the national will by introducing Chinese. 

Their attention to the Share Market and neglect of sound 
industrial conditions have disgraced us 'with a mortality of 
miners, black and white, whose magnitude is even now con¬ 
cealed, though it is known as appalling. 

They have succeeded in shifting on to the State the burden 
of compensating the living victims of a preventable occupa¬ 
tional disease. 

They have negotiated and amended a law which is now in 
process of branding some thousands of white men and a 
hidden multitude of natives with a mark of permanent un¬ 
employability owing to silicotic disease contracted in the un¬ 
healthy mines. 

Even then you have not exhausted the black list of booms 
and slumps and undesirable practices which have set off bombs 
and rifles in our streets and dragooned unoffending citizens 
by troops from the country inflamed by the belief that they, 
were quelling another “Jameson Raid.” (55—6) 
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A Lucre Lady and a Friendly Germany. 

In South Africa we have the old and the new German, and 
it is safe to say that the children bom of German parents in 
this country are more German than their parents.-The 
Boers were quick to notice the changed attitude of the younger 
generation, and resented their growing insolence. In a little 
volume written in 1913 by Lady Phillips (wife of one of the 
partners of the Central Mining and Investment Corporation) 
this fact is stated clearly but in an amusing context. The 
volume was obviously conceived and composed under German 
suggestion, for it has all the cliches which the pre-war pro- 
German and the German apologist made us familiar with. The 
book itself was evidence, not only of the increasing German 
pressure in South Africa, but of the increased German control 
in her husband’s “House.” 

“A Friendly Germany: Why no.t?” the volume in ques¬ 
tion, asks, “What are we to give Germany as' a dot op. the 
bridal day? ” The reply to this is prefaced by a threatening 
letter from a Germ!an saying that Germany does not want to 
be at the cost of making colonies for herself, hut she insists 
on the right to exploit the colonies pf others—“Unser Feld 
ist die Welt.” “Nothing could be fairer than this,” says the 
conciliatory authoress. But, however fair, it had the flaw that 
there is another section in Germany which wants more earth 
and must also be conciliated. “ A great German party,” she 
writes, “thinks that Germany should have colonies; well, if 
we are in earnest we must accept this view, express ourselves 
willing to remake the m'ap of the world.” 

The Patriotic Lady Preaches Hun Doctrine. 

“With a single exception I do not suggest that an acre of 
British soil should pass under German hands: no such demand 
is implied in the cry for a ‘place in the sun/ With all 
respect for German necessities I am compelled as a patriot to 
maintain that we owe those countries we have taken under our 
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protection 1a continuance of our trusteeship. But there are other 
lands and other States -whose Imperial destinies are ended. 
There are vast expanses of territory now in the hands of effete 
Europeans who zoould gladly shelve their responsibilities. 
There are, too, Mahomanedan countries in a state of decay, 
but great in potential wealth. Walfish Bay and Portuguese 
territory and Angola, the Congo, Asia Minor and, perhaps, 
South America, these are the sign-posts to a better understand¬ 
ing.” .... Having overcome trifling English and Dutch 
objections, the enthusiastic Financiere goes on: “ So much then 
for Angola and Mozambique. But Angola should not be the 
limit of German ambition in the eyes of a nation which controls 
a greater number of humjan beings than any existing Power 
(sic). I want Germany to have more than Colonial posses¬ 
sions; it must have a Colonial Empire: the fairest jewel thereof 
would be the Congo.We should accept that a German 
Empire extending over the whole of Central Africa would, 
by giving our neighbours scope and occupation, prove a per¬ 
petual guarantee of international peace. An incidental British 
advantage would be scientific Colonial co-operation with Ger¬ 
many. Herr Dernburg, a former Colonial Secretary, did us 
the honour of studying our methods oil the spot, and was, I 
know, given every facility when he visited South Africa.” 

It is quite true that Mr. Dernburg bad these privileges; it 
was bis right to command them, for he has the Director’s pass 
of the Deutsche Bank and the Bank fuer Handel und Industrie. 
Mr. Dernburg came to South Africa with very serious inten¬ 
tions. He came to advise the Kaiser on the garrison of South- 

West Africa.As Lady Phillips says with justice, “ he 
was given every facility in South Africa.” Johannisburg and 
Pretoria saw to that! (79—80) 

Lady Phillips eulogises the German Bagdad Railway 
Scheme. 

“Lastly, there is the Bagdad Railway.The object 
of Germany is to build a line via Bagdad, from' the Mediterra- 
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nean to Bassora, on the Persian Gulf. The system, now past 
Eregli and planned for another 520 miles, involves many branch 
lines. When it is constructed and connected via Ispahan and 
Teheran, in Persia, with the Russian line at Merv, it will give 
Germany a special position ” (this a. typical German diplomatic 
phrase, and here the authoress is well-informed) “in Asia 
Minor.” She sees that it would make our position difficult 
with Italy, France, Russia, and create difficulties for Austria 
and jar ambitions of the Balkan States; but “let us recognise 
that special position and grant that Germany may look upon the 
remains of the Turkish Empire as a legitimate sphere of in¬ 
fluence, where it will carry the blessings of civilisation which 
the Turk has shown himself so unfit to apply.It is for 
Germany to decide whether it can compensate or dominate, but 
it is for us to declare that we have no fundamental objection, 
etc.” (80) 

The conclusion is that “ hand in hand Germany and England 
may lead the world to a realisation of glorious ideal&. There 
alone can the true interests of humanity be served, and Western 
civilisation will thus form .a bulwark against the encroaching, 
hordes.” 

If Lady Phillips were a European of Europe this sort of stuff 
would be of no more importance than Mr. Morel’s propaganda. 
.... But the inspired authoress is the wife of a financier 
whose advice General Botha declared that he had been accus¬ 
tomed to take. We have seen the use his firm' has made of its 
moneys in investments in what are now enemy countries. 
When in Johannisburg. Lady Phillips is given the lead by the 
Women’s Unionist Association. Her book was favourably re¬ 
viewed and widely advertised in the [Ashkenazim-controlled] 
Press. During the war she visited South Africa and wrote 
a bitter attack upon General Botha and his connection with the 
campaign in German South-West Africa in the Gape Times. 
(80-1) 
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The German System controls the British Empire. 

The following letter was written by General Smuts to Miss 
Hobhouse and published in the Daily News.The occa¬ 
sion was the introduction of Chinese labour. 

“They (the Crown Colony Government) think that the 
mining industry must be saved at all costs, and it cannot and 
will not be saved, for the major part of it is bogus and a sham. 
If all the mines that have no reasonable chance of working at 
a profit—that is about 80 per cent, of them—are allowed to go 
into the Bankruptcy Court, the country will once more return 
to a normal condition. The Transvaal will cease to be the 
happy hunting ground for the fraudulent company-promoter, 
and all will yet be well. Now, however, we have a bogus 
gold industry; its reputation is kept going for the purpose of 
still further swindling the investing public of Europe. The 
general good of this country, and I may 6ay of South Africa,, 
is sacrificed for this sham industry—and so we are all merrily 
spinning to perdition.” (56) 

During his examination by the Commission one of the mem¬ 
bers exhibited a good deal of incredulity at the position taken 
up by a witness that, although one might have a gold mine of 
ascertainable value, it was next to impossible to obtain the 
financial support necessary to develop it without recourse to 
Germans. 

“Is it,” he was asked, “your opinion that the British and 
Dutch in this country ;are so defective in their methods that 
their organisation must be done through the State? ” 

After explaining that the conditions of competition and the 
German system of finance were all-powerful against individual 
effort, the witness concluded: “ It is strongly advisable to rescue 
this community, especially in the case of the Far East Band, 
otherwise we shall have Germans sitting on our necks for the 
next hundred years.” 

“ What is to prevent these people prominent in the realms 
of finance from controlling the State ? ” 

“They do control it.” (178) 
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Germans without Capital get Control of all Capital. 

The Germans who came to these fields after their discovery 
by British and South African prospectors could never have 
acquired their large possessions and dominant influence if they 
had not behind them a machine more powerful than themselves. 
They were for the most part men without means, but they 
had the power to “ float ” companies, to invade and reconstruct 
existing companies, and then to obtain from the British and 
French investors the funds they were pledged to provide. This 
German control, in fact, was the result of an economical attack 
on South Africa by the organised credit of all Germany. 
(184—5) 

State-Owned Enterprises. A German Trader is not an 
Individual hut an Item of the Indivisible German 
Nation. 

An extremely well-informed American, in presenting the 
results of his study of the German railway policy some years 
ago, wrote as follows:— 

“ The non-German trading upon a frontier of the world has 
the uneasy sense that in competing with a German he is not 
opposing an individual hut a nation. The American in the 
Levant, South Africa or the Far East may be supported by a 
corporation powerful at home; with wide-spread alliances, yet 
he becomes dimly aware that while he after all only represents 
an individual company, somehow behind the German competitor 
is the German nation in a real and co-operating sense. It is 
the inter-action of Government business, the conscious adjust¬ 
ment by directing mind of one part of national endeavour with 
another, that makes possible much of the narrative of trade con¬ 
quest told quarterly in the thin brochures of the Imperial 
Statistical Office.” (186) .... 
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Adjustable German Transport Rates. 

The fundamental condition of successful competition abroad, 
is an intelligent, and, if you like, aggressive transport system. 
The German Imperial Government uses both private and 
State-owned lines to this end with amazing power even in the 
smallest detail. 

Exceptional rates are quickly devised to meet competition in 
foreign markets. 

Once a shipper consigns by rail, the Railway Administration 
takes all the responsibility for the delivery by ship and rail, 
obtains for him a bill of lading at the port upon which the 
shipper may obtain his money at a bank, or, if he prefers, will 
forward the bill to the consignee. Even the smallest as the 
largest concerns, can deliver their quotations and consignments' 
at secure competitive rates with as little trouble as we have 
in posting a letter. Everything is worked out for him. 'When 
you add to that your German has his nominees in your Chambers 
of Commerce and Town Councils the whole business is easily 
understood. (188—9) 

British Policy and not the British Manufacturer at Fault. 

Nothing is more provoking to one who knows how the game 
is played than to hear the constant patronising sermons of 
public men and newspaper upon the “conservative,” “un- 
adaptive” ways of the British manufacturers. It is beyond 
his power to adapt himself to a competition against a rival 
supported by all the forces of the German Empire. The Ger¬ 
man Government has made a special study of South African 
trade and of the Levant, and has long made Turkey and South 
Africa the chief objects of her ambition. Although rate-books 
have been compiled for all parts of the world, only those for the 
Levant and South Africa are published. The places chosen 
are significant of the imperial aggressive views of the German 
Government when they are set out to establish its market 
control in those two places. Although they employ all the 
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methods of the “ trusts,” discriminating- rates, rebates, except- 
tional treatment for localities and individuals, and charging 
all the traffic will hear for one set of conditions and extra¬ 
ordinarily low rates for other conditions, no one in Germany is 
offended, because the basis of control is national equity to the 
gain of all. (189) 

Principles and Practices of our Ashkenazim Conquerors: 
How Parliaments are “Improved” and Controlled. 

If you search the records of the Raid Inquiry by the Cape 
Parliament you will see clearly that Rhodes and Jameson were 
tricked—that Rhodes had no will to resort to arms. You will 
find there that our friendly Germans, as usual, floated a com¬ 
pany to run the Raid, and that they made money out of it, too! 
And not only a parent company but a subsidiary, the “ Wolff 
Syndicate,” according to practice. And then they let the 
“Reformers” in “blind” at top prices for cash! You shall 
read then that when Rhodes was for constitutional agitation, 
in iwhich he would have had the support of all Africa, imperative 
telegrams came demanding the gallop of armed men at once. 
In the cant of their code the message came on the 18th De¬ 
cember, 1895, “Urge immediate flotation”—that is insurrec¬ 
tion. And again on the 20th: “Immediate flotation is the 
thing most desired, as we never know what may hinder it if now 
delayed.” And from whom, think you, did these telegrams 
come? From Beit—from Alfred Beit at the head of The 
Corner House.* (304) 

* It will, perhaps, be as well to explain that “ The Comer House ” 
is the home of the Central Mining and Investment Corporation, 
Limited, and that Beit was at this time the head, of it. The real - 
nationality of the Comer House will be evident from the names of 
some of its 1914 directors: F. G-. Eckstein, Louis Reyersbach, 0. E. 
Rube, Ludwig Wagner, Max Fran eke, Octave Homberg, R. W. 
Schumacher (who has recently changed his name to Pfennell), and 
its present head. Sir Lionel Phillips. This is the institution which holds 
a large controlling interest in file chief South African newspapers, 
which, in the words of Mr. Julius Jeppe—who ought to know—“are 
controlled by naturalised and unnaturalised Germans.” These are 
samples of the Xenocrats who control not only mines and newspapers 
but the Law, the Law-makers and the State itself. 
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When one reads in “ The Transvaal from Within ” of the 
bitter feelings occasioned by the Dynamite Concession and sees 
how it was used to foment another crisis, one may wonder at a 
singular omission from the book. Mr. Beit, we see, was urging 
an insurrection against the Dynamite Concession after his 
quarrel with Lippert. Now turn to the Report of the Con¬ 
cession Commission and you will find that the prime mover in 
all this agitation, whose presence was “necessary to arrange 
respective interests” was himself, the would-be partner at the 
outset, when the concession was first plotted.There is 
the picture of Beit, the chief of Fitzpatrick’s chiefs, at work; 
and the unconscious Kruger about to become the victim. (305) 

The Lyttleton Commission reported that “ The Transvaal 
Dynamite Company is a creation of the German Group. Its 
head office is nominally at Pretoria, but it has an office in 
Hamburg, and it was provided in the articles of association 
that the local directors at Pretoria should be bound absolutely 
by the decisions of the European Council of Advice which 
meets in Hamburg.” You had there the German in partner¬ 
ship with the Government, and of the gross profits the Govern¬ 
ment received about one-fifth. You had precisely the same 
kind of control as Koppels had, and as many more of these 
registered “British” firms have still. But what the reader 
will note is that the quarrel between two Germans for the 
lion’s share of this monolopy led straight to the Anglo-Boer 
War and the slaughter of many English and Dutch. (307) 
.... Read again in “The Transvaal from Within” of the 
bribery and note the name of the agent. That same agent 
was nof long after the Anglo-Boer War President of the 
Chamber of Mines. 

Sir Lionel Phillips, who not long ago advertised for British 
partners, has recently been given a position under the Minister 
of Munitions.He is going to organise the mineral ex¬ 
ploitation of England. For what qualities is this post given 
him? What does he know about, minerals? His short career 
in Kimberley will hardly be regarded as a school of metallurgy, 
nor his long career in company-work in the Transvaal and 
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London. Read this letter of his in the some Cope Blue Book
andjudge whether the choice has been rightly made:‑

June 16, 1894.
' “ My DEAR Bnrr,

“The bewanrplatsen question will, I think, be settled
in our favour, but at a cost of £25,000. . . . . It is proposed
to spend a good deal of money in order to secure a, better
Rand, but it must be remembered that the spending of money
on elections has by recent legislation been made a criminal
offence,end'thematterwill have tobecarefully handled. . . . .
I am also informed that he said he (the President) was very

angry with the Ecksteins, that Nellmmpius was the best flriend
the State ever had,and now hehas gone his widow has nothing
while we have made a.large fortune out of him.

. (Signed) LIONEL PHILLIPS.”

That is how the bewaarplatsen (the gold claims which be‑
longed to the State) was to besettled. Is that; how the mining
leases are to be negotiated too?
And read this:

“ Private.
July 15, 1894.

“MY DEAR Bert,
Pomncs.

“ Just; got your cable reading, 'Do not see Rhodes, etc.,’
of which I am rather glad. . . . . We don’t want any row.
Our trump cord is a fund of £10‐15,000 to improve the Read
(Transvaal Parliament). Unfortunately the Companies have
no seeret service fund. I must divine a.way. We don’t want
to shell out ourselves.

(Signed) L IONEL PHILLIPS.”
It was well to avoid seeing Rhodesjust then, when the “ Flag

question was a‐brewing.” For what reason did Phillips want
to avoid seeing Rhodes? The letter he wrote to Beit on
16thJune gives the answer: “ My dear Beit,‐Naturally what‑
ever wedo must bedone through others, but I do not think the
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vested interests can afford to let things drift with indifference. 
If you trust Rhodes and cable ‘ See Rhodes,’ I will run down. 
My own feeling is to wait and watch, and spend our money in 
trying to improve the Raad (Transvaal Parliament).” 

There you have the German system- in four Corner House 
phrases: 

(1) “ Whatever we do must he done through others.” 
(2) “ Spend money in improving parliament.” 
(3) “We don’t want to shell out ourselves.” 
(4) “Now he has gone his widow has got nothing and wre 

have made a large fortune out of him.” 
(1) Nominees; (2) Corruption of public men; (3) Victims 

to pay; (4) Profit for the Germans and widowed despair for the 
rest. Splendid “improver” of Parliaments. On etait cheva¬ 
lier comme on etait citoyen. This latter-day nobility has 
“changed all that.” (307—8) 

Ashkenazi Origin of the Jameson Raid. 

Rhodes we are proud to know was not to be trusted with so 
base a secret. 

The origin of the Raid is very clearly set out in the letter- 
book of Phillips long before Jameson was brought into the 
ready-made fiasco. “My dear Reit,” runs the letter of 12th 
August, 1894, “I will also see whether it is not impossible 
without creating undue alarm here or active steps in. Pretoria 
to get the Companies (serviceable subsidiaries) to possess them¬ 
selves of a few rifles, etc.” 

That is to say, that Phillips, who made himself useful to his 
German employers through his skill in bargaining mining pro¬ 
perties from the men who had been impoverished by them 
intrigues, is preparing to arm men, a year and a half before the 
Raid, in order that the people may be shot down—for what 
purpose? Not for civic rights, for he himself denied that any¬ 
body wants such rights. But to enable the Germans to gain 
also the bewaarplatsen which their cupidity had not yet pro¬ 
vided for when they wrote the Gold Law, that they might yet 
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If you trust Rhodes and cable ‘ See Rhodes,’ I wi l l r u n down.
My own feeling is to wait'and watch, and spend our money in
trying to improve the Read (Transvaal Parliament).”
There you have the German system in four Corner House

phram:
(1) “ Whatever wedomust bedone through others.”
(2) “ Spend money in improving parliament.”
(3) “We don’t want to shell out ourselves.”
(4) “ Now he has gone his widow has got nothing and we

have made a.large fortune out of him.”
(1) Nominees; (2) Corruption of public men; (3) Victims

to pay; (4) Profit for the Germansandwidowed despair for the '
rest. Splendid “improver” of Parliaments. On était Cheva‑
lier comma on était citoyen. This latter-day nobility has
“changed all that.” (307‐8)

Ashkenazi Origin of t h e Jameson Raid.

Rhodes we are proud to know was not to be trusted with so
base a secret. . . . .
The origin of the Raid is very clearly set out in the letter‑

book of Phillips long bect'one Jameson was brought into the
ready-made fiasco. “ M y dear Bait," runs the letter of 12th
August, 1894, “I will also see whether it is not impossible
without creating undue alarm here or active steps iniPtetom'a.
to get the Companies (serviceable subsidiaries) to possess them‑
selves of a few rifles, etc.”
That is to say, that. Phillips, who made himself useful to his

German employers through his skill in bargainingmining pro‑
perties from the men who had been impoverished by their
intrigues, is preparing to a rmmen,a year and a half before the
Reid, in order that the people may be shot down‐ for what
purpose? Not for civic rights, for he himself denied that any‑
body wants such rights. But to enable the Germans to gain
also the bewaarplatsen which their cupidity had no t yet pro‑
vided for when they wrote the Gold Law, that they might yet
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•wrest the control of Dynamite from their fellow-conspirator 
(Lippert), who had kept that control to himself after they had 
quarrelled over a hank fraud. 

If that is not murder of the foulest kind Barabbas was a 
saint. For Jameson and his troopers; for the men of the Band, 
who would never have “ left them to their fate ” had they known 
anything of what was happening; for the Boers who defended 
themselves with such quiet determined skill and behaved so 
mildly afterwards; for men like Karri Davis and Wools-Samp- 
son, who took their gruelling uprightly—for all these we can 
have sympathy and admiration, too. There was romance, 
adventure, patriotism, courage. But for the cowardly, mur¬ 
derous avarice revealed in the German camp, and enshrined in 
the letter-book of Phillips we reserve something more than 
sympathy; we give him! a place in the British ministry, and 
that, too, in time of war against the nation whose blackguards 
he has served. (309) 
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EFFECT.

“ When war broke out there were twalve million people in
Great Britain living on the verge of starvation.” .

WILLIAM MORRIS HUGHES, Premier of Australia.

CAUSE.

“What is the good of our being a wealthy Nation, if the
wealth is all in the hands of German Jews? ”

WILLIAMMonms HUGHES, Premier of Australia.
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THE VOICE OF THE ETERNAL PROPHET.
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UNDER WHICH GOD?

1.

A1] nations believe the Jews’ Code and worship
the Jews’ God, and what greater subjection
can be.9
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I I .

Man must and will have some religion; if he
has not the religion of Jesus, he will have the
religion of Satan, and will erect the synagogue
of Satan, calling the Prince of this World “God,“
and destroying all who do not worship Satan
under the name of God.
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I I I .

“ Pray’st than for riches ? Away! Away!
This is the throne of Mammon grey.”

Said I , “This sure is very odd ;
I took it to be the throne of God.

1 fl # fl

“ I am in God’s presence night and day,
He never turns His face away.
The Accuser of Sins by my side does stand,
And heholds my money-bag in his hand.

“ For my worldly things God makes him pay,
And he’d pay for mo re if to him I would pray;
And you may do the worst you can do ;
Be assured, Mr. Devil, I won’t pray to you.

fit 31! it *

“ He says, if I don’t worship him for a god,
I shall eat coarser food, and go worse shod;
But asI don’t value such things asthese,
You must do, Mr. Devil, just asGod please.”
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IV. 

Since all the riches of the world 
May be gifts from the devil and earthly kings, 

I should suspect that I worshipped the devil 

If I thanked my God for worldly things. 

The countless gold of a merry heart, 

The rubies and pearls of a loving eye, 

The indolent never can bring to the mart, 
Nor the cunning hoard up in his treasury. 
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Since all the riches of the world
May begifts from the devil and earthly kings,

I should suspect that I worshipped the devil
If I thanked my God for worldly things.

The countless gold of a merry heart,
The rubies and pearls of a loving eye,

The indolent never can bring to the mart,
Nor the cunning hoard up in his treasury.
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V. 

He who loves his enemies betrays his friends. 

This surely is not what Jesus intends; 

But the sneaking pride of heroic schools, 
And the Scribes and Pharisees’ virtuous rules ; 
For He acts with honest, triumphant pride, 
And this is the cause that Jesus died. 
He did not die with Christian ease, 
Asking pardon of his enemies. 

If He had, Caiaphas would forgive : 
Sneaking submission can always live. 
He had only to say that God was the Devil, 
And the Devil was God, like a Christian civil, 
Mild Christian regrets to the Devil confess 
For affronting him thrice in the wilderness; 
He had soon been bloody Caesar’s elf, 
And at last he would have been Caesar himself. 
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He who loves his enemies betrays his friends.
This surely is not what Jesus intends;
But the sneaking pride of heroic schools,
And the Scribes and Pharisees’ virtuous rules ;
For He acts with honest, triumphant pride,
And this is the cause that Jesus died.
He did not die with Christian ease,
Asking pardon of his enemies.
If He had, Ceiaphas would forgive:
Sneaking submission can always live.
He had only to say that Godwas the Devil,
And the Devil was God, like a Christian civil,
Mild Christian regrets to the Devil confess
For afironting him thrice in the wilderness;
He had soon been bloody Caesar’s elf,
And at last he would have been Caesar himself.
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A PRAYER FOR OLD ENGLAND.
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A PRAYER FOR OLD ENOLAND. 

TlctTsp v)[jluv o ev toIV ovpavoTSy 

xyixaOvru to ovofxx aov, eXBirco 

rt (3xoiXelx aou, yBvviQy\ru ro QiXYifAx 

(rov, us Iv ovpxvu xxi hti rr,s ym ‘ 

rov xprov vt/Auv rov evrtovoiov Jof vj/juv ari/Aspov' 

xxl a<ps$ rifxTv ra 6<peiXritJ-xrx r,(jiuv} 

us xxt rifxsis xQtsfjLSV toils oQeiX&txis ‘h(xu\’ 

xxl (xri sloEviyxris ri/xas sis ’JTEipxofjwv, 

xXKx pvoxt ‘hfxxs x<no tov Trovnpou' 

on gov sGjiv ri fixoikelx, xxt ri 5vvxfxis, 

xxt •h So^a, els rovs xluvxs’ xfjuriv. 
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A PRAYER FOR OLD ENGLAND.

Hal-rap iufiv 5Ev1-07; afipavafs,
aivymo'e'ri-m 1-3 B'voywl aou, EhQé-w
7“; Bumhein dou, fyeme'ri-rw fa eswae
«on, a?! Evobpavéfi nu? Ewi 793; 7555 ‘
1-51: z'z'p-rov 47mm 1-614 s’maéo‘wv Sb; fill-Ty trimspov'
xx) 55st fiu'iv 1 a ; Waxfiuzflz iufiv,
51; um; 7114575 u’tpfsusv ro'is Emmi-rm:hub"
1er ya‘; sians'r/xp; flufis sh- wsxpzo'ubv,
0&va 566m 471st mm; 766 wov-npofl'
511 y o u s'o'n‘v a?Bamlsx’a, tax; 77Mums,
mz; 7536541, Eff 1071: 11514415“ 171.7511.
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Which is being interpreted— 
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Which is being interpreted‑
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Our Father
Which art in the Heavens,
Let Thy Name be hallowed,
Thy Kingship come,
Thy wi l l be done, in Earth, as it is in Heaven.
Give usthis day our Daily Bread of Life;
And forgive us our debts asweforgive our debtors.
And lead not us into Temptation in the Wilderness; but
Maneusfrom the Evil One, the God of this World; for
The Kingship is Thine,
And the Power,
And the Glory,
To the World's End.
Amen.
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